
May 23, 1947 

TO ALL OFFICERS .nr.D DF?EC~O:':1S OF 
Al'-~RICAlT AIRLHJES, INC, I AND AJiERICMJ OV~F.S3.AS AITILI~TES, nrn.: 

Hearings are now being /concluded before the House Interstate and 
Foreign Commerce Committee and the aviation subcommittee of the 
Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee to consider 
legislatiqn proposing to consolidate United States international 
air routes into one company. Hessrs. C, R. Srni th and J. E, Slater 
have appeared as wi tnesse,s in opposition to the legislation, 

The House Committee is also considering several bills which, u 
passed, would permit steamship COIDJ?anies to participate in inter
national air transportation. Mr. Smith ha.s testified in opposi
tion to these bills. 

No airline except P~m Am:3rican has appeared in favor of a sing:.e 
international airline. Assistant Secretary of Commerce Burden, 
Assistant Secretary of State Norton, and Chairman Landis of the 
Civil Aeronautics Board ha.ve testified, as :..~epresentatives of 
their respective departments, i'n opposition to it, The Air 
Coordinating Committee, comprised of representatives of the 
Departments of ;far, Navy, Commerce, • State, Post Office, and t.he 
Civil Aeronautics Board also opposed the proposal. 

, 
Copies of the testimony of Messrs. Smith and Slater before the 
House Committee are attached. 

c. W. Jacob 

Encl, 



Introduction 

STAT:EMENT OF C. R. SMITH 
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC. 

and 
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN OVERSFJ\S AIRLINES 

BEFORE THE 
IllJTEBSTATE Al\JD FOREJ:G!'J COMMERCE COMM:ITTEE 

OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESffiTAT IVES 

MAY 2 7 1947 

I am grateful for the opportunity of discussing with this Committee 

the question of national policy affecting United States air power presented by 

the Chosen Instrwnant Billsw A drastic reversal of a policy declared by Con

gress is suggested. The suggested reversal contains major implications for 

air power of the United States. It must therefore be very carefully examined. 

Moreover, the reversal is suggested at a time when we have successfully eon• 

eluded the gr-ea test war of all time in which, I think it fair to say, the 

greatest single contributing factor to success was the air power of the United 

States. We must maintain and continually develop our air power and preserve 

its relative world position. We must encourage and develop to the full those 

elements of air power which• not purely military - are essential to maximum 

military effo~t and provide a peacetime nucleus from which that maxiDD1m effort 

can readily be developed. 

'!']le Need of Maintaining Our Air Power and International 
Air Transport as an Element of Air Power 

The War taught us and the world tha.t air power is far more than bom-

_bardment and fighter gr-oups, military airmen, ma.chine e,uns, bombs and rockets. 

It includes peacetime, scientific, commercial, even pleasure, activities of our 

citizens which, when the call oolllee, can be mobilized as elements essential to 

full air po·wer. There are many such activities • Obviously the aircraft manu

facturing industry ia one. Aerodynam:lc research is one. Activity 1n radio, 
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whether for business or as a hobby, is one. Private flying, commercially or for 

pleasure, is one. There are countless others. No one will doubt that commer• 

cial air transport is a major one. A brief Ar1n3 Air Forces' definition of air 

power includes, as its major elements~ striking power, productive capacity and 

transportation. 

Major questions before thip and every succeeding Congress will be: 

how can we best maintaln o'.lr world air power position; how oan we beat maintain 

that position with minimum tax burden; what elements of air power must be di

rectly provided by appropriations; to what extent can -we encourage our citizens 

themselves to provide essential elements of air power; and what essential 

elements of air power can, with Government aid at the outset, be or come close 

to being self ~supporting activities of our citizens. 

No emphasis is needed on the importance to air power, not merely of 

air transport, but of international air transport. We must have from now on the 

largest, most progressive reservoir of people and equipment qualified for inter

national service which our citizens can supply with minimum tax drain. This 

reservoir must be the best of its kind and !!Lmust know it is the beet. To the 

extent that our citizens~ pay for it throug.~ taxes, they will undoubtedly 

do so, But they are entitled to know and must know it is the best; what they 

pay nust be the minimum ... and they must have reason to know that 1t is the minimum·. 

The Questions Presented by the Chosen Instrument Bills 

The immediate questions raised by the radical reversal of policy put 

forward in the Billa are• how shall we beat maintain at the least cost the 

largest, most progressive reservoir of people and equipment qualified for inter

national air transport service in the interest of our commerce, our communica

tions and our national defense; and how shall we know 1 t is what we think it is 'l 
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Background and Experience From the Last War 

Now on these questions we have background and experience from which 

to draw conclusions. I doubt if any one will question the etatemen~ that~ 

went into the War with the finest reservoir of air transport personnel and equip

ment then in existence in the world, It was, of course, incomparably inferior 

to what we now have. But make no mistake - it was the greatest in the world at 

that time. And we knew we had it. 

Our possession of that reservoir and our knowledge of that asset were 

not accident. They did not result from haphazar~ activities of our citizens. 

They were th~ect result of the establishment by Congress of a national 

policy for air transport - domestic and international • and t,he application of 

that policy. They were the direct result of the policy of regulated competition 

and air mail compensation laid down by Congress in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 

19;8 and its application by the executive arm. I don't think any one can or 

will question that statement. Mr. Slater has given ;rou in detail the outstand

ing record of the success of that policy. I have called to your attention the 

tangible, visible results in terms of air power when our country needed air power. 

Accordingly, as I have said, we have real background and experience 

against which to form a judgment. He who will wipe out and reverse the policy 

which developed that strength must produce overwhelming proof of the necessity 

for reversal. He must sustain an insupportable burden. 

Origin and Development of the Policy of the Civil Aeronautics Act 

My friend, Mr. Trippe, has somewhat obliquely suggested that the 

policy of reg.ilated competition in the international field does not stem from 

the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938; that prior to its passage our Government had 

a "chosen instrument" policy in inte?'l+ational e.ir transportation; and that 

thereafter the policy of regulated competition was adopted by executive action 
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by the Interdepartmental Committee under the leadership of then Assistant Secre• 

tary of State Adolph Berle. It has likewise been suggested that these Bille are 

necessary because the United States has !lQ. policy in international air transport; 

and that the policy of regulated competition in international air transport is 

something new since the War. 

These suggestions may have been made in good faith, but, be that as it 

may, they are nothing short of astounding. In view of them and in order that no 

one may be misled, I had planned to discuss in some detail the existing inter

national air transportation policy of the United States, its origins in the 

Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, its consistent application by the Civil Aero• 

nautics Board and its repeated reaffirmation by the Congress. I believe, how

ever, that Civil Aeronautics Board Chairman Landis in his recent statement to 

this Committee has thoroup)lly covered this ground and has established the actual 

facts to your satisfaction. I shall not, therefore, take up your time with 

repetitive material on this subject. 

I do, however, wish to be flatly on record regarding certain of the 

statements made and impressions apparently sought to be created by Mr. Trippe. 

First, it is not true now and was not true in 1945 that the United States has 

or then had no international air transportation policy. Second, it is not the 

fact that the United States ever had a policy of monopoly in international air 

transport. Third, it is not the fact that the United States' policy of regu

lated competition in international air transport was established by the execu• 

tive branch or by the Interdepartmental Committee. On the contrary, it was 

clearly laid down by the Congress in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 and has 

been repeatedly reaffirmed by the Congress since that time. Fourth, it is not 

the fact that the policy of regulated competition in international air transport 

is a new departure undertaken since the war, Aa I have indicated, it was laid 
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down in 1938 and has been progressively applied by the Civil Aeronautics Board 

before, during and since the war with the support of all responsible departments 

and agencies of Government. Wa.r has delayed its being brought to full effective

ness in the international field. But, as I have said, its product, when war 

came, was one of our great national assets. 

The Burden@ of Proof to be Sustained by the _!g,,vQ_Qate of the Proposed. 
Policy Reversal 

They are: 

Against this background l want to ask you gentlemen three questions. 

First: Ras the proponent of these Bills sustained the burden 

of proving that the air transport element of air power Will 

be more successfully maintained and developed by a monopoly 

inBtrt.Ul18nt than by rel,tllated com,i:,eti tion? ·If so, how? 

Second: Has the proponent of these Bills sustained the burden 

of showing that the task defined in our first question, if 

successfully done, will be done at less, or no greater, cost? 

If so, how'l 

Third: Has the proponent of these Bills sustained the burden 

of satisfying you and the people of the U9ited States that 

you and they, under his program, can~ that the answer to 

both of rey two previous questions is i~ the affirmative? If 

so, how? 

The answer to all these questions is ''NO". 

The Burden of Showing That the Air Transport Element of 
Air Power Will be Maintained by Monopoly 

Mr. Slater has dealt at length with the effect of monopoly on air 

transport development, both abroad and at home. I think he has shown you, by 
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recital of fact, not by assertion, that the concept now proposed as a solution 

of all problems will not aid, but will definitely obstruct, the maintenance and 

development of the essential element of air power with which we are concerned. 

Assistant Secretary of Comerce William Burden has very recently gtven the same 

opinion. So have many others. 

Against these facts and authoritative statements, what have we? We 

have nothing but the nebulous assertions of the evil of forei@ monopoly com

petition. These asser~ions are not even affirmative - they are negative and 

defensive. It is not shown that foreign-subsidized monopolies will develop 

stronger, better-equipped international air transport systems than our own 

policy. No o~e in hie right mind can make this statement - even as an informed 

prophecy. No one will be so bold as to suggest that this is a lesson of the 

war. The contrary -, our own preeml nence - '\ihe performance of our own air trans• 

port system, are established facts and part of our experience and that of the 

worl_d. 

We can talk, ad infinitum, of the quality of service, the cost of 

operation, the opportunity for econoiey and the objective of self-reliance. I 

:..shall speak of them further. But these, after all, are but potential indices 

of management effectiveness. Perhaps instead of talldng about the details of 

management we should be discussing the principles of management. 

What really leads you and us to believe that this proposed monopoly 

will have the most effective management? It seems axiomatic, sustained by ex

perience, that there is but 11 ttle true incentive for maximum good management 

in a monopolistic enterprise. This must be especially true of this proposed 

quasi-government undertaking, where the balance sheet and the profit and loss 

account are to be guaranteed so long as the doors of the Treasury remain open. 

We usually do our best, either through the compulsion of necessity or 

through pride 1n doing better than the next man. We won the late war, princi• 
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pally for the r~ason that if we did not the enemy would. We work with great 

diligence, :principally for the reason that diligent work is required for sus

tenance and livelihood. What is to be the compelling requirement for good 

management in this enterprise? It will not be comparison with the efforts of 

others, for no other Americans are to be permitted in the field. It will not 

be the requirement of continued sustenance, for that is to be assured, even if 

the enterprise is operated with efficiency well short of maximum. 

The deadening influence of guaranteed security has been readily felt 

in the management of other monopoly enterprises. That should not be surprising, 

for monopoly removes the basic incentive to do the best. 

Frankly, if and when the British, the French, and some of the other 

trading nations of the world return the conduct of their international air lines 

to private enterprise under regulated ~ompetition, we shall have more to fear in 

international competition. These nations have, in my opinion, adopted the most 

ineffective method available to them of engaging in international air commerce. 

There may be many reasons for their decision, but I have often told our friends 

in the air line business in Europe that we got our best step up in international 

air commerce when their countries determined to rely on monopoly for the conduct 

of their international air transportation. 

The burden of proving that greater strength and higher quality will 

be the :product of monopoly has not been lifted, much less sustained. 

The Burden of Showing that the Coat t..2.,,IDll' Citizens Will be Less under a 
Monopoly Principle than Under Repulated Competition 

I think it is accepted that the maintenance and encouragement of the 

air transport element of air power is vital to our people and their government. 

I think our people are prepared to allocate what funds are necessary to that 

purpose. But, I do not think they are or should be prepared to write a blank 

check. I think we know that, even if they were so prepared today, they would 
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soon lose their enthusiasm without assurance that the figures to be inserted 

in the blanks were the sme,llest necessary, and. that every effort was being made 

to reduce them without sacrifice of qv.a.J.i ty. 

International Air TransEortation As A Business 

I should be the last to say that, in its pioneering stage, our inter· 

national air transportation system wil,l require no subsidy. The need exists 

today., But, international air transportation is a business. It can be run as a 

business. If, well run as a business, it needs help in the interest of maintain• 

ing our air power, it should have help. But, let us first determine, over a 

period of trial and clevelopment, what that aid must be. Let us determine 

whether the system, like elements of the domestic system, cannot, through com

petition of honest, efficient and economical managements, reach a state ~e

quiring no assiatancew 

I have read the testimony of Mr. Trippe before this Commfttee with 

ca.re and ml.nute attention. There runs through his testimony the theme that the 

conduct of international air transportation under the United States flag is not 

a business enterprise; that it is an enterprise with so many inherent difficul• 

ties that he is willing to operate his pa~t of it only if the country wants it, 

requires it and is willing to pay substantial subsidies for its operation~ He 

apparently looks on international air transportation as an enterprise which he 

is willing to o!)erate for the Government under whet amounts to a "cost plus" 

contract of the war days. This viewpoint is perhaps best expressed when Mr. 

Trippe indicates that routes of national interest must be supported in large part 

from the Federal Treasury; and then emphasizes that the principal portion of Pan 

American 'a routes belong in that category, though he has fougb.t for them tooth 

and nail and makes no allo•..rance for the profi ta from his other routes •. 
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In the early days of domestic air transportation,. many in the industry 

believed that the basic function of domestic air transportation was to transport 

the mails. Many entered with reluctance into an ore,anized endeavor to supple• 

ment mai 1 income with income from other SO'llrces. By the sheer wei gbt of conr_ge

ti tion they were forced into the tra..'lsportation of passengers and freight. 

Today, as a consequence, the revenues from domestic transportation of passengers 

and cargoes other than mail many times outbalance air mail revenues. 

International air transportation has not reached the economic stature 

of domestic air transportation. Perhaps we can say that international air trans• 

portation has today the econontlc status of domestic air transportation some six 

or eight years ago. No one would deny that it has its difficulties end its 

:problems. But underneath them all, there lie basic strata of transportation 

utility--utility which, if properly developed, will gl.ve international air trans• 

portation the status of a business enterprise, in which, eventu~lly, fair profits 

can .be earned without substantial Federal help. For a time, international air 

transportation must have Federal assistance in order to survive.. It IIIl,lst, how

ever, be the objective of those responsible for its development to make it a 

business enterprise through diligent work and sensible policies. 

You do not make a success of a business unless you believe it to be a 

business. Our first objective must be to devote our attention to the business 

aspects of the enterprise, operating with the utmost of econom;y and efficiency, 

exerting our best efforts to increase the volume of our income, to lessen pro

gressively our dependence upon mail income and the United States Treasury. If 

we do that job well, and if we record a continually improving relationship of 

total revenue to air mail revenue, if beet effort has been put forth to operate 

the enterprise as a self-respecting business endeavor, the Congress, with its 

gr-eat over-all appreciation of the national interest aspects of international 
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air transportation, will listen with respect and attention to a plea to supple

ment revenues. But the Congt"ess is entitled to know and must know that the job 

is being well done and that every constructive effort is being exerted with all 

the strength and ener €!3 at our command .• 

In this connection, this is the third time within three y~ars when 

many people in air line llla4~agement have had to spend a considerable proportion 

of their time defending their enterprise age.inst monopoly legislation. Year 

after year it appears, always in new guises, always imperative for a new reason. 

Yesterday the British threaten our international air transport position. Today 

Russian air transport is about to surpass ours. Tomorrow it may be the men from 

Mars, Yesterday, we have no policy and must create one overnight. Today, we 

have an experimental policy conceived since the war which has proven a failure 

in 18 months and which we must uproot· at once, Who knows what next year's 

suggestion will be? 

Now, this persistent knocking on monopoly's door, this annual re

appearance of Mr. Trippe in new clothing, is interesting. We welcome the op

portunity of telling you about our business, about its problems and about the 

need for your continued assistance. But it does take up a good deal of your 

time and ours. If we could spend more time on the line, and in the offices and 

shops, gl.ving to the business the detailed attention which it requires and de

serves, if we could spend less time and effort preparing ourselves to meet Mr. 

Trippe's annual foray, we would be better equipped to compete with the foreign 

operators. We would, in the long run, be leas dependent upon the appropriations 

which you gentlemen m:1€}:lt authorize. We believe that we would be mch better 

off, and that United States international air transportation would be better off 

if more of our time could be devoted to the operation of our business and less 

time to Mr. Trippe 'e ami tions. 
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We believe that air transportation has gi.1eat inherent utility; that 

air transportation can be a successful American business; that within reason

able time, with reasonable assistance, international air transportation can, 

like domestic air transportation, become self-supporting, with little or nominal 

aid from the Treasury. How long it Will take to reach that stage of maturity 

and development depends upon many factors. But, first, we must believe that 

air transportation is a business enterprise, and not a continuing ward of the 

government. We must devote an increasing proportion of the day and night to 

the management of our business. Only after we have done so over a period neces• 

sary to real experience can you and our people know what, if any, government 

help is necessary for the long pull. Certainly you hav~ before you today no 

evidence that subsidy is a necessary, permanent feature of international air 

transportation. 

It is not in the American spirit to go to work each morning with your 

hand being held by the Federal Government. I have great faith in the spirit of 

national interest and fair play always evidenced by the Congress. The Congress 

might appropriately paraphrase a famous saying, "Congl'.'eSa helps those who en

deavor to help themselves." 

The Subsidized Cnosen Instrument A Concept Arising From.Fear 

These Bills approach this vital subject with exactly the oppcsite 

approach. Without evidence of need for additional assistance and based on fear 

of what seem to be business risks, they seek seven separate and distinct avenues 

of gaining revenue from the Federal Treasury. We have the Operating Differen

tial Subsidy, the Construction Differential Subsidy, the Foreign Subsidy Counter

vailing Subsidy, the National Interest Subsidy, the Obsolete Aircraft Purchase 

Subsidy, the National Defense Feature Subsidy and the Mail Pay Subsidy. Truly, 

an 1:nr_gosing array. To my knowledge, no B'\lCh aggt:"egation of subsidies was ever 
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proposed in any bill affecting the :future of air transportation, d.omestic or 

foreie,n. .And this in a time when our world position in the air is supreme and 

when the beet efforts of the Con~ess are devoted to exploring avenues of 

potential economy and increased efficiency. 

The draftsmen of these Bille must obviously have said to themselves, 

"What are all of the potential ills of air .transportation, for now and for all 

time to come. Before we go seriously into operating air planes across the ocean, 

we must have on the shelf, compounded, bottled and ready for use, a separate 

and distinct :r.emedy for each of the potential ills of the future. We have no 

faith in the basic health of air transportation. By its very nature it must be 

sickly. If it is to fare forth and contest with the services of other nations, 

we must have ever ready a dose of rev1v1ngremedy from the bottle of Government 

aid and subsidy." Parenthetically, the authors of the Bills must also have 

said, ''What is the ma.xiwm number of groups which can be attracted by bait to 

the support of this campai@l and what is the IQOst attractive bait for each 

gr:-oup?" Sometimes, in reading over the evidence of wi tneases for Pan American, 

I ha-,.re wondered about the basic faith of the w1 tness in his prophecy of improved 

efficiency, lowered cost and lessened dependence upon Gove:::-nment aid. The whole 

story would be much more oonvincing to me if each recitation about reduced cost 

of operation were not followed closely by a plea for an additional form of sub

sidy. Why, if this Chosen Instrument is to be the streamlined model of the new 

day i~ air tranaport operation, is it necessary to increase the number of 

potential subsidies from one to seven? 

I do not believe that air transportation is so feeble an agent of the 

United States. I believe in medical care and in having the doctor interested 

in your present and potential health. But to send air transportation out to 

meet the competitive forces of the world with a medical kit strung around its 

neck, and in the eXJlectation that disaster may overcome it at any moment, is in 
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keeping neither with the stature of air transportation nor with the American 

spirit which competes successfully in other world affairs. If these Bills, with 

their ever ready collection of restoratives, represents the viewpoint of Pan 

American, the oldest and largest of our international air lines, we have cause 

to worry about that company's ability to operate its present ma.Jor share of the 

United States flag routes. Certainly, if this represents its viewpoint, we 

should think a long time before entrusting all of United States international 

aviation to its tender, toddling guidance. 

Some of Mr. Trippe's bugaboos may be realized. Some may be realized 

before those less frightened than Mr. Trippe would believe. But he is very far 

from proving that they will be realized. On the contrary, it is evident that 

they have not yet had substantial effect. It is evident that you, the Congress, 

can readily provide against any of them whenever a need is proven - not simply 

12redicted. We are hopeful that some of the woeful eventualities predicted by 

these dour prophets will never arrive. 

Absence of Present .N,eed for Proposed Subsidie~ 

May I digress for a moment to take a look at some of these subsidy 

provisions; first, that respecting cost differentials in the construction of 

aircraft. Today, the beet transport aircraft are built in the United States, 

aircraft so e:,od that the air lines of the world, our foreign competitors, buy 

them in preference to their own. ForeieP nations have no aircraft to compete 

with ours in price; they do not even have aircraft which will compete with ours 

in quality and performance, at a:ny price. The time may come when the aircraft 

manufacturers of the United States will require a subsidy which Will permit them 

to sell American-built planes on equal basis in forei~ markets. But of one 

thing we ea:n be sure: We have been in this business nearly twenty years, a:nd 

our manufacturers have always been able to build and to export on a basis of 
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quality, without apology and without subsidy. Had we encouraged a subsidy twenty 

years ago, and relieved the .American manufacturers of the necessity and respon

sibility of drawing upon their skill and ingenuity for competitive place in 

world affairs, we would have today an aircraft manufacturing industry, supine 

and de:pendent, rather than the vigorous industry which it is • 

It may well be that greater Government participation will be neces• 

sary in the aircraft developments of the future. The development costs will be 

large. I do not believe, however, that Congress will ever find it desirable to 

funnel all funds for transport aircraft development to our manufacturing indus• 

try through one huge privately-owned air line. If our aircraft industry requires 

a subsidy to maintain its preeminence; that subsidy should be provided; but it 

should be provided directly by the Government. Our competitive industry should 

never be under the thumb of one Government~subsidieed customer. 

On the question of labor differential, we have too often gone on the 

theory that only Americans can fly airplanes with maximum effectiveness. That 

is unsound. The British, the Dutch, the Scandinavian and many o~er nationali

ties are capable of good air transport operation. It is true that the wage 

levels of other countries are usually below the standard of this country. That 

is bound to have effect upon comparative cost of operation and resulting charges 

and fares for service. In the long run, you may have to establish operating 

differentials for that purpose. But we do not need that provision at the :present 

time. As yet, as Mr. Slater and Mr. Landis have shown in recent hearin~, our 

costs, over-all, compare favorably with those of the foreign companies; we are 

not yet tight put to meet competitive char~es and rates on account of wage 

differentials. 

It will not be until we are further down the line that we will know 

the detailed effect of foreign wage advantage, or t~e measure of direct aid, if 
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any, needed to compensate therefor. Our policy of re@llated competition between 

United States air lines, with its unique incentives, may permit us to avoid com

pletely the need for such assistance. In any event, it will surely postpone 

such a need far beyond the present when this proposed lethargic monopoly is 

already knocking at the. Treasury's door. 

In discussing only these two of seven subsidies, I have really divert

ed -- as has Mr. Trippe -- from the fundamental concept of the Bills. It must 

be obvious-~ certainly the contrary has not been shown -- that adoption of the 

monopoly principle has absolutely no bearing on whether or not these subsidies 

can be avoided. The facts and the history given you by Mr. Slater indicate that 

the l'.llOnopoly would soon become sluggish and ineffective. Personally, I think 

that principle is proven. If that be so, the Chosen Instrument will only hasten 

the need for aid. 

Absence of Proof ..Qf_Alleged Economies 

Now, let us consider the proof -- or lack of it -- before you at these 

hearin@:l that the cost of Mr. Trippe's forced amalgamation of overseas air lines 

will be either lower than or not more than the cost of our competitive system. 

Mr. T'rippe would have you believe that this huge, unwieldy amalgamtion will 

bring with it operating economLes permLtting the reduction of Government aid by 

many mLllions of dollars. He is never very definitive about locating the . 
economies or identifying them in any details. He prefers to speak in broad, 

general terms indicating by inference that they will approximate many tens of 

millions. 

Certainly Mr. Trippe, with hie long experience, should be an authority 
I 

on international air operation. Youc,would think that Mr. Trippe, with his 

wealth of cost data and accounting technique, woul.d. make a more detailed pre

sentation of this probability which he stresses so heavily. I should think he 
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would feel the responsibility of submitting figures which would permit you, and 

us, to glve mature and informed consideration to the details of his prdphecies. 

Where in the record do you find any sensible accounting data enabling you, or 

us, to exantl.ne the makeup of his estimates, and to form our own conclusions with 

respect to the great economies which will burst full-bloomwicth the establish

ment of this overseas monopoly? We are left entirely in the air, with a collec

tion of nebulous statements about potentialities which no man can check. or 

evaluate. 

Some of these potential economies must come from consolidation of 

management functions, operating, treasury, sales, advertising and other items 

which s, to make up total cost. If these are so readily accomplished by in

creasing the size of the single operation, by consolidation of existing services, 

why are they not already apparent in Pan American's own record? Pan American 

already controls 6(Jfo of the international route mileage certificated for 

.American flag operation. Pan American is already the most experienced, the 

largest, strongest, and, in the opinion of Mr. Trippe, surely the mst capable 

in the international field. Yet, comparison of the cost of operating Pan Ameri

can, mile for mile, and the cost of operating American Overseas, mile for ml.le, 

on the Atlantic route alone, offers little assurance that a further increase in 

the size of Pan American, or in the Chosen Instrument, whatever it be called, 

will effect the economies of operation which Mr. Trippe so freely predicts. 

In air line operation, moat of the eoonoml.ea of consolidation come 

from consolidating operations and organizations at points where duplication 

ey~sts. There are some places on the air map, as presently constituted, where 

duplication may exist•- Shannon, London, Frankfurt, and a few other points. 

But, ·when you compare points where there is presently some evidence of duplica• . 

tion, with those where there is no duplication, their paucity in numbers destroys 

their ap:peal. And in a few placE;}S where d.upUcation in ground facil1 ties and 
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services exists between American overseas operators, it is probable that most of 

them can be removed by good management judgment, bW better cooperation between 

the American air lines and by the consolidation of facilities and functions 

'Without consolidation of the companies. 

Duplication of facilities and ground services between the domestic 

air operations has existed for many years. Reco@.li Zing the potential econo.mtes., 

these operators have organized a jointly owned air terminal company, which, at 

many places, will be equipped to render common service for all air lines serving 

the city or the area. This l)lOvement is well under way in the domestic field; 

its basic :principle is sound. Better public service and more economical opera• 

tion will result. A counterpart of it, in the international field may be well 

worthwhile. If it be that this is not so feasible in the foreign field, because 

the comparable duplication of facilities and personnel is not as apparent as in 

the domestic field, then where is the area of economy from which Mr. Trippe is 

to derive the substantial benefits from this compelled amalgamat1on1 

We are as interested as Mr. Trippe in the efficiency and economy of 

international air line operation. In some accounting categories our operating 

costs are lower than his. Perhaps if Mr. Trippe would submit detailed state

ments of where the economies which he visualizes lie, we would all find that, 
' 

if agreeable to Mr. Trippe, duplications of which he compQains can be eli.mtnated 

without the inauguration of a monopoly operation. In the meantime, I euge,-est 

to Mr. Trippe that he should be capable of better sustaining the round figures 

which he has recited to you as ~otential economies. His presentation is far 

from con-vincing to those of us who must worry about the detail of ol)erating 

costs rather than broad generalities, 

I have taken much of your time to discuss the detail of operating cost, 

and to ex:plore the correal)onding potentiality of economy in these proposals. I 

have done that for the purpose of pointing out, as an examl)le, the insufficiency 
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of evidence submitted to this comm:!. ttee to sensibly bolster som of the broad, 

generalized, sweeping statements and conclusions entered in this record by the 

witnesses for Pan American. It is easy to make sweeping statements; it is some

times difficult to prove them. I, myself and, I think, many others, in listen• 

ing to the testimony, have been impressed with the lack of tangible evid.ence. 

Certainly in reading over the records in the quiet of the evening, some very 

obvious deficiencies become readily apparent. 

Of one thing I am. certain. Neither Mr. Trip:pe nor any other operator 

can put the existing companies, and the existing operations, together and 

achieve 50% saving, as Mr. Trippe has testified, in the cost of operating per 

mile or per ton mile. Certainly, we have heard no facts to substantiate the 

savings pulled out of the air 'by Mr. 1ri:p:pe. What we want, and what you want, 

are the facts. The Congress has not before it the necessary facts -- or any 

facts -- to sustain the heavy burden resting on the advocate of monopoly. 

A Chosen Inetnunent Policy Withholda__E~gi:ess and the People the 
Ability to Meas~re the Performance and Costs of .American Afr Power. 

I have said, arid I think you will all agree, that the Congress and the 

people must know -- and know on the basis of full information -- that our inter

national air transport system, a vital part of American air power is the best 

that can be provided, because we have agreed that for some period direct assist

ance by our government is necessary. The Congress and the people have every 

right to know that that assistance has been justified. 

Mr. Bu.rd.en, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, from hie wide knowledge 

of air line matters, has ex:posed a critical wea)mess of monopoly operation. Both 

in operating matters and financial matters, it deprives us of a yardstick. We 

are completely without a basis for testing either performance and quality or cost. 

We can only take management's o,m word for its own quality, economy and effective

ness. Mr. Slater has eho-wn. you. the importance now placed by the Bri tieh on this 
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aspect. Their experience with this glaring weakness in the Chosen Instrument 

concept has led them to take the one step available to them in their present 

financial stress to provide competitive yardsticks. They look for better qu.ali ty 

and lower cost from their three competing managements than from a single Chosen 

Instrument. 

What is your yardstick in international air transportation to be, if, 

through the passage of these Bills, one operator alone remains? There •will be 

none. You will have eliminated all safeguards. Before the war, you relied 

primarily on our domestic air lines to provide a yardstick for our international 

operations. They did provide a yardstick, though., as Mr. Burden has indicated, 

an inadequate one. There was great difficulty in making that yardstick effec

tive with respect to the one international air line then operating. With the 

tremendous expansion of international air operations today., the domestic air 

lines plainly cannot provide an effective yardstick. A yardstick, to work., must 

be based on comparable circumstances, problems and elements of cost. In the 

expanded international field, the .American people must have truly international 

yardsticks if they are to know what they are entitled to know about quality and 

cost. 

Plainly, the foreign air lines can provide no yardstick. Their costs 

will in many respects not be avilable. Their resources are utterly different. 

Their purposes and objectives will be utterly different and unknown to us. As 

direct agencies of governmental policy, generators of needed foreign exchange, 

their policies and operations may be based on wholly different considerations. 

You of the Congress will find no effective yard~tick among our forei€Jl competi

tors~ In fact, the exact reverse will be the consequence of these Bills. The 

subsidy provisions, if not designed to that end, will surely have the effect of 

gearing our air transport operations and their direct coat to our citizens, to 

those of the least efficient of our foreign competitors. A monopoly has no 
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incentive for high-quality performance, develo,PlilSnt of traffic sources, reduc

tion of rates, or reduction of costs. 

As an answer to the proposed destruction of all yardsticks, it will 

doubtless be said that this monopoly is to be a regulated monopoly. You will 

observe that it is to be a very large and powerful monopoly. Its size and power 

alone will make it impossible to regulate. Moreover, any attempt to regulate it 

will be in a complete vacuum. You cannot regulate that of which you do not know. 

When the yardstick is gone, the ability to regulate is out the window. 

I say that if you create this Frankenstein you will never know and our 

people will 11ever know what they have in quality and whether its cost can in any 

way be justified. Mr. Trippe has wholly failed to show you ho\il that essential 

knowledge can be available to you. 

Control of Air Transportation By Surface Carriere 

I cannot appear at these hearings without expressing my opposition to 

the other Billa now :pending before you, R.R. 939, 2851, 3079 and 3134 1 the pro• 

visions of which would permit and facilitate control of American-flag overseas 

air transport services by steamship companies. 

There is a place, a worthy place, in air transportation for the com

panies engaged in surface transportation. We advocate and welcome the partici

pation of the shipping companies, and of other surface carriers, in the owner• 

ship and management of United States air lines, so long as such participation 

does not perml. t control or domination. American Export Linea, a well known 

steamship operator, owns 20'/r, of the total stock of American Overseas Airlines, 

Inc. Two of the seven directors of American Overseas are from the management 

of American Export. This is an advantageous and workable arrangement, satis

factory, I believe., to each of the two organizations. W. R. Grace and Company 

o·wns fifty :per cent of the total stock of Pan American Grace Airways, an air 
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line operating along the west coast of South America. A steamship company has 

a substantial investment position in Hawaiian Air Lines and United States Lines 

holds stock in Pan American Airways. Such holdings, all short of c~ntrol, are 

constructive and they will facilitate cooperation to the extent that cooperation 

can be of advantage to both forms of transportation. 

We are opposed, as a matter of national policy, to control of air 

transportation by surface carriers. In unusual circumstances, collateral opera

tion of aircraft by a steamship company may be of advantage, and in the national 

interest. That type of collateral and supplementary operation should not be, 

and is not, prohibited. Each such case should, however, be individually examined 

by the Civil Aeronautics Board and the individual circumstances should be com

pelling to warrant award of a certificate of public convenience and necessity 

to a steamship company. That is presently permitted under the provisions of 

the Civil Aeronautics Act and no additional legislation is required to provide 

that opportunity. 

An historic policy of separation of the different forms of transporta

tion runs like a continuous thread through transportation reg~latory legislation 

in this country, and for g>od reason. Thie is not the first attempt of one form 

of transportation to gain control of another; that impulse seems to run back to 

the birth of transportation in this country. And this is not the first time 

that Congi:-ess has examined the implications and re-affirmed the historical 

national policy. That policy appears in the Panama Canal Act, 1912, which de

fined and restricted the control of coastal shipping. It appeared again when 

Congt"ess restricted the control of motor transportation and water carriers by 

the railroads. 

Each new and more effective form of transportation should have the 

opportunity to develop, and to make available to the American people, the · 

particular utility which is its birthright. That policy is in the interest of 
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the ueer~of transportation no less than in the interest of the nation as a 

whole. It is also in the interest of the welfare and vigor of the various forms 

of transportation themselves; it is a part and parcel of the underlying philo• 

sophy of transportation progress, through the exercise of free enterprise and 

reasonable competition. The policy is_ intended to prevent mono:poly, to prevent 

the stifling of new transportation by the entrenched forms, and to insure that 

the nation will have av.ailable for its use the maximum utility of all forms of 

transportation. 

The :primary business of a steamship operator is and will continue to 

be the operation of steamships; his primary investment is in ships and their 

facilities; his potential operation of aircraft will have a secondary :place in 

his policies and in his plans. An exact balancing of interest will never be 

possible. When the competitive abilities of the airplane begin to impinge upon 

those of the steamship, the former must and will be subordinated. It is entire

ly idle to believe that under the "roof" of control by steamship operators we 

will have maximum development of the utility of the airplane. That structure is 

a poor home in which to rear the youngest member of the transportation frunily. 

These bills differ in detail but they have the same underlying purpose, 

to facilitate the control of air line operations by the steamship companies; To 

accomplish that purpose they are designed to weaken or restrict the right and 

duty of the Civil Aeronautics Board to give consideration to the natural and 

inevitable conflict of interest between air transportation and ocean shipping, 

where both are in the same organization and the former is controlled by the 

latter. Except for this objective, these Billa would not be necessary, for 

there is today no legal bar to the issuance of certificates to shipping com

panies, provided the Boam, in the free exercise of its judgment, and on the 

basis of all relevant facts and considerations, finds it required by the :public 

convenience and necessity. 
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In the case of any other applicant before the Board, the Board is free 

to examine and consider the nature of the business in which the applicant is en

gaged, the potential conflicts of interest and the importance of those elements, 

in its determination of the public convenience and necessity. It is doubtful 

that an aircraft manufacturer should be permitted to control an air line for 

the reason that the potential conflicts of interest are obvious to all. 

Why must there be separate and distinct legislation for the benefit of 

the steamship company which applies for the right to operate airplanes? Why are 

not the rules, suitable for all others, suitable for a steamship company? 

Proponents of these bills have made lllUCh of the menace of forei€Jl. 

"sea-air" combinations. Just what, in net result, do the forei€Jl. steamship 

operators have which is denied to o:perators under the American flag? Where is 

there evidence of foreign steamship companies operating international air routes 

to the United States'/ Certainly some of the forei eJl air lines number steamship 

coIIIJ?aniee as investors among their substantial stockholders-. But to the extent 

. that the situation in the United States differs, it must be solely by choice of 

the American steamship operators. I see nothing wrong in steamships investing 

in air lines, so long as control or domination is not possible. 

We do not endeavor to free ourselves of steamship influence end ex

perience; we do endeavor to maintain freedom from steamship domination and con

trol. Again I repeat that we advocate and welcome investment by surface car

riers in the United States air lines, so long as it is short of control. 

The steamship compeniee claim that many of the mutual advantages of 

"sea-air" combinations can be obtained only if the steamship company o:perates 

the air line. Thie, b_y now, must be an old story to the Congress; you have 

heard, many times, the same tune in the railroad-coastal shipping controversies 

and in the railroad-lY11s-tru.ck arguments. It seems the nature of transportation 
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men to want to control other forms of transportation, and Congress, several 

times, has had to control that seemingly na t,iral impuse. 

There is no reason why the legitimate claims for the "sea-air" combi • 

nation cannot be gained under existing policy and existing legislation, provided 

the will to make the necessary mutual arrangements is strong, and provided the 

desire to perform maximum public service is alwaya kept in the forefront. I 

refer to such matters as through•ticketing, combination sea and air travel, and 

domestic and overseas sales representation. Some of these things have already 

been done - all of them are entirely possible, today. They can be accomplished, 

and should be accomplishecl, without additional legl.elation and without steam

ship control. 

Nothing so quickly affects the national interest as the welfare of 

i ta transportation. We could not have won the war without our transportation 

systems. Our transportation systems were strong - the strongest in the world -

for the reason that we permitted them to grow strong, in an orderly manner, 

each able to develop its inherent utility, free from stifling influence and 

free from control by other methods of transportation. 

For a long time this country has had an American policy for American 

transportation. It is the policy of freedom from domination, coercion and sub• 

ordination. It has been a successful policy, successful for all forms of trans

portation. We reconmend that the national policy continue to be one which in

sures freedom of gr-owth to air transportation, and, by consequence, to air 

power, and that these Billa be rejected as being contrary to the national 

interest. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion I want to revert briefly once more to the matter of the 

Chosen Instrument. 
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What are we given as impelling reasons for wiping out an. established, 

successful policy and substituting this forced consolidation in international 

air transport? It is said that the United States air lines are having financial 

difficulties. But the principal difficulties are those of domestic air lines. 

They, in major part, are not the result of, and bear no relation to internation• 

al operation. Clearly, this medicine is no panacea for these ills. It is said 

that the aircraft manufacturing industry needs help. Our aircraft industry may, 

as I have indicated, need aid in new development, because of the huge cost in· 

volved. But it does not need a construction differential subsidy to be admtnis

tered by a private corporatio:o.. What it needs is additional orders and a free 

market in which to sell without present exchange restrictions. Mr. Trippe •s 

medicine will not provide these. The Chosen Instrument is not likely to be a 

bigger buyer than the total of the United States air lines presently certificated 

for international service. 

It is said that many national interest routes are unprofitable at the 

present time and must be subsidized. Assuming that to be so, it does not follow 

that the particular subsidy necessary to that route should be:·,buried in one huge 

subsidy to a single operator of alhl. world . routeei..· , The :necesaacy aid · can be 

provided directly to the oi:ierator of the route. No Chosen Instrument is re .. 

quired for that expression of national interest. It is said that it is more 

difficult for the United states to acquire landing rights for several air lines 

than for one. The record of our State Department in this field, as compared 

with other governments, refutes that assertion. Finally, it is said that the 

proposed huge, subsidized company will be more effective, more efficient and 

more econom:l. cal than competing air lines. All experience, in our own and other 

countries, denies that claim. Subsidized monopoly has been adopted - not by 

those who lead, but by those who trail. 
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What are the stated objectives of the legislation? The Bills declare 

that "the interests of the commerce of the United States, the nati01;1al defense 

and the postal service require that the United States shall have a system of 

international air transportation" which is 

1. " ••• sufficient to carry a substantial portion of its own inter• 

national air colIIIll.er~commensurate with the large proportion of sue~ air com

merce originated by it, to obtain~ fair share of air co.nnnerce between other 

nations of the world, and to provide it with air communications on all routes 
I 

essential to the national interest". United States international afr lines have 

accomplished this and more. They serve moat of the important traff:J.c centers of 

the world. They carry a major share of the traffic to and from this country. 

In some areas they furnish the only available service. Mr. Slater has shown 

that across the North Atlantic United States international air lines operate 

more schedules, and more services, than all of the forei@ air lines combined. 

2. " ••• which is · capable gf serving as an aid to its militar;i 
, I , , . 

forces in time of war or national emergenc:{, both directly and as a source of 

trained personnel 11 • I need but mention the contribution of the air lines in the 

last war. It is public knowledge. Look at the record. It's a fine record of 

accom1>lishment. 

3. 11 ••• owned and operated un.der the United States tlag by ci ti-

zens of the United States". Under existing law the companies must be owned by 

citizens of the United States, and there is no indication of any disposition on 

the 1>art of air line stockholders to transfer their interests to forei@l coun-

tries. 

4. " ••• composed of the moat modern, safest, and most suitable 

types of aircraft conetru.cted in the United States and manned with citizens 

thereof." The United States co!Iq)eti tive system has been responsible for the 
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development of the most modern, safest and moat suitable type of aircraft. The 

air lines have received the cooperation of the American aricraft :manufacturing 

industry in achieving thts result. All major aircraft and over 7o'{o of all air• 

craft in international air transport operations are of American :manufacture. 

5. and which will, " ••• avoid destructive rivalries between 

American companies abroad". The administration of the Ci v11 Aeronautics Act has 

been such as to obviate this possibility. There has been no evidence in these 

hearin@ of destructive rivalries - rivalries, yes, and keen ones, but not 

destructive! 

The stated objectives of the Bills are those of present policy and law. 

In many aspects we see them already attained. We are now told they can only be 

attained by radical and ruthless reversal of policy and law and uprooting of our 

system, Does that make aenee'l 

The system of regulated competition, of which we are proud to be a 

part, has placed the United States in the front in the field of international 

air transportation, as it has in the domestic field. Thie system of re01lated 

competition has stimulated improvement in operating techniques and equipment, 

in air navigation facilities, and other safety devices. It hae been responsible 

for night flying, fqr the development of re~lar and de:pendable service. It has 

been the goad to the aircraft manufacturers and the air lines in the development 

of diverse types of equipment, in the production of the most modern, the most 

comfortable, and the safest transport aircraft. Regulated competition has 

stimulated improvements in service to the pu.blic, greater frequencies, more 

scheduled sto:Pe, and greater speeds. It has reduced the operating costs, whioh 

reductions have been passed on to the traveling public. It has done all of 

these thine13. At the same time 1 t has reduced the costs to the Uni tad States 

Government for the services it has performed for it; directly, in the 
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trans:portation of mail, and indirectly, as an element of national defense. I 

believe it imperative that this Government at this time should avoid a change 

of policy. The national interest demands the continued implementation of the 

present policy. The American people are entitled to realize the f'ull and 

manifold value of competition in our international air transportation, 
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As Chairman of the Board of American Overseas Airlines, Inc., I 

want to thank the members of the Committee for th~ opportunity afforded me 

to present the views of that United States flag inter.national air line with 

respect to R.R. 2827, its companion bills, R.R. 2828, 2829 and 2830 and 

R.R. 1698 which have substantially the same objective. My comments regarding 

these bills, which have been generally called the Chosen Instrument Bills, 

will also be :ma4e on behalf of American Airlines, Inc., a domestic air line, 

which owns approximately 6';!/o of the outstanding stock of American Overseas. 

Mr. C. R. Smith, who is Chairman of the Board of American Airlines, the 

parent company, and President of American Overseas, is to follow me; and Mr. 

Smith and I will di Vi.de the time and the subject matter, he likewise express

ing the views of the two companies. 

Outline of Historz of American Overseas 

As most of you lmow, .American Overseas Airlines was organized as 

American F.xport Airlines, Inc. in 1937. It was the first United States flag 

air line other than members of the Pan American Airways System - for which 

Mr. Trippe has spoken - to be authorized by the Civil Aeronautics Board under 

the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 to engage in international air transporta

tion. You will recall that that Act which established the air policy of the 

United States, both domestic and inter.national, was recommended by his Com

mittee, pa.seed by Congt>ees and approved June 23, 1938. Under the Act", Amari• 

can Overseas (then .American Export) applied for a Certificate of Public 

Convenience and Necessity authorizing inter.national service to Europe. After 



extended hearings, highlighted by the stiffest sort of opposition by Pan 

American in which the opposition case was, to say the least, fully presented, 

the Civil Aeronautics Board (which I shall hereafter refer to as the Board) 

e,Tanted to American Overseas two temporary certificates authorizing certain 

services to Europe. These temporary certificates were awarded in July 1940. 

The next eighteen months were spent in research and development and in the 

conduct of a number of survey flights in preparation for the inaueµration of 

re@llarly scheduled services under this temporary certificate. In the mean

time, the United States entered the war, and from January 12, 1942 to Decem

ber 31, 1944, the entire energies and facilities of American Overseas were 

devoted to wartime transportation for the Naval Air Transport Service under 

a Navy Department contract. Thereafter and until January 1, 1947, essential 

trans-Atlantic services were performed for the War Department. The pressure 

of war services prevented normal commercial operations by the Company until 

January 1, 1945. At that time small scale service was commenced under the 

temporary certificates. Since January 1, 1945, co:mm.ercial trans-Atlantic 

services have been performed on a steadily expanding basis. 

On June 14, 1944, in further development of the international air 

policy of the United States established by the Civil Aeronautics Act, the 

Board ~ounced that "applications for authority to operate international air 

transportation service would be brought to hearing and final decision render• 

ed as the circumstances of the war will perm!. t" and invited appl1oations for 

certificates of :public convenience and necessity for international services, 

and on June 22, 1944, hearins dates were made public. American Overseas, al

ready the holder of the tellI,Porary certificates granted in 1940, filed its 

application for trans-Atlantic service. In July, 1945, after extended hear• 

ineJ:3 before the Board in the so-called North Atlantic Case, and, aeJ3.in, after 



the most active opposition from Pan American, the Board awarded American 

Overseas a new certificate, valid for seven years, authorizing it to engage 

in air transportation between seven American cities and the British Isles, 

Holland, the Scandinavian countries, Northern Germany, Poland and Russia. 

At substantially the ea.me time similar trans-Atlantic certificates were 

gt-anted to Pan American Airways and to Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.., 

(TWA) for service to :points in Europe, the Middle East and India. 

At the time of the Board's award of this certificate to American 

Overseas for this international service, it also approved the acquisition by 

American Airlines of a majority of the stock of American Overseas. The oper

ations and business of American Overseas are entirely in the international 

field. As a result, American Overseas is the only American flag air line, 

other than members of the Pan American Airways System, which, under the defi

nitions of the Chosen Instrument Bills, is an international air line. As 

such, it would be required by the Bille to transfer its entire busines~ and 

properties to the Chosen Instrument - or 1 ta stockholders would be required 

. to exchange their stock - for shares in the Chosen Instrument. .American Air• 

lines, the parent company, is, like TWA, Northwest Airlines and Braniff Air• 

lines, primarily a domestic air line, but is the holder of permanent certifi· 

cates for services to Canada and Mexico City and provides international 

transportation on those routes. In addition to its large financial interest 

in American Overseas, it is the owner of necessary property and facilities 

in Mexico and equipment devoted to that service, and the empJ.oyer of the per

sonnel necessary thereto. Under the Chosen Instrument Bills transfer of 

these properties would be compelled in exchange for shares in the Chosen 

Instrument. 
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Grounds "Of Opposition to Chosen Instrument Bills 

American Overseas and Aln.erican Airlines are opposed to enactment 

of the Chosen Instrument Billa on many counts. The principal grounds of 

opposition may be summarized as follows: 

1. The Chosen Instrument Bille are offered on either one of two wholly 

false hypotheses, i.e., either that the United States has no 

international air :POlicy and that legislation is necessary to 

create one, or that the established policy of the United States 

is a failure. In fact, the United States has a firmly estab

lished, well-implemented and highly successful air policy, de• 

clared by Congr:-esa in 1938, based on resulated competition be

tween honest, economical and efficient management.a in the inter

national, as in the domestic field. 

2. No sufficient reason exists or can be advanced at this time for 

discarding the established United States international air policy. 

:;. The pro]?oeed Chosen Instrument, which is nothing but a :polite 

name for a private monopoly of United States international air 

transportation sup]?Orted by Government funds, is not merely not 

in the national interest, but definitely against the national 

interest. There are many compelling considerations, supported 

by mch actual experience, which require this conclusion. 

4, The basic provisions of the Chosen Instrument Billa would work an 

unJuatifiable hardship• both on American Overseas and on American 

Airlines and other similar companies and on their owners. These 

provisions are confiscatory 1n the extreme and, in my lay opinion, 

are unconstitutional. 

5. The Bille seem deaigied to wipe out our existing policy and to 
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fasten permanently on this country a substantial prewar monopoly 

which cannot be maintained under the present policy. 

The United States, Far From.Having No International 
Air Policy, Has an Established Well-Implemented and 
Hiphly Successful Policy in That Field. 

The Congress Established in 1938, Contrary to Some 
Assertions, a Firm International Air Policy. 

I do not plan to discuss at length the development of our estab• 

lished and existing international air transport policy. Mr. Smith will de• 

vote part of his remarks to this matter and to various assertions which have 

been made regarding it, I propose only to say that the Cong,:ess in 1938 es• 

tablished a wise and firm policy i~ the Civil Aeronautics Act. 

Briefly stated, that policy of the United States requires, in inter• 

national as well as domestic air transport, (l) the development of a eystpm 

beet adapted to the present and future needs of our commerce, Postal Service 

and national defense (2) under compe~ition between honest. economLcal and ef• 

ficient manas,ements neceesarz to assure its sound development (3) repulated 

to assure continued. flexible development with chanpine; conditions. It de• 
t I 

clarea that the following, among other things, shall be considered in the 

public interest: 

''I'he encouragement and development of an air transportation 

system properly adapted to the present and future needs of the 

foreie:i and domestic commerce of the United States, of the Postal 

Service and of the national defense; 

"The ree,1lation of air transpartation in such manner as to 

recosiize and preserve the inherent advantages of, ••• and 

foster sound economic conditions in, such transportation ••• ; 
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''The promotion of adequate, economical, and efficient service 

by air carriers at reasonable charges, without ••• unfair or 

destructive competitive practices; 

"Competition to the extent necessary to assure the sound 

development of an air transportation system properly adapted to 

the needs of the foreign and domestic commerce of the United States, 

of the Postal Service, and of the national defense." 

The Clear Success of the Policy of Resulated Competition 

Not even Mr. Trippe can or will deny that the policy of regulated 

competition in United States domestic air transport has been a tremendous 

success. 

In this period of less than nine years since the passage of the 

1938 Act, and in spite of the interruption caused by the War, the domestic 

air transportation system has grown by leaps and bounds. Here I want to show 

you a striking comparison, In the nine year period from January 1, 1938 to 

January 1, 1947 the fleet of transport type aircraft in operation on the 

domestic routes of the United States has increased from 282 to 645. On the 

earlier date all of them were twin-engined; some of them capable of trans

porting only ten :passengers, with an average capacity of twelve and one-half 

seats• The present fleet incJ.udes a substantial number of four-engined 

aircraft with an average seating capacity of about fifty passen-

gers. In 1938, tl'i.ts transport fleet provided service on. 31,084 route miles. 

Now the route mileage is nx>re than two and one-half times as great., or 81,370 

ml.lee. The domestic system served some 200 cities nine years agp. It serves 

580 now. Perhaps more important, in the nine year period revenue plane mllee 

have increased from 161,.140 miles per day to 891,768 miles per day. In 



' January, 1938 they operated 27,104,000 revenue passenger miles, and in Decem

ber, 1946, they operated 507,643,000 revenue passenger mi.lea; about twenty 

times the 1938 fi 01re. 

Competition has likewise forced tremendous improvements in the 

quality of service, its speed, its safety, its dependability and its passen

ger com:flort. Safety standards have constantly improved. Many improvements 

have been brought about by the technologlcal advances which are the direct 

consequence of competition. The DC-4, the Constellation and the DC-6, the 

new Martin and the Consolidated twin-engine aircraft, in fact, all new trans

port types, have been developed under the stimulus of competitive air lines 

vying for traffic. These improvements have reflected themselves in lower 

cost to the public. fassenger mi.le fares were 2Cl/o lower in December 1946 

than they were in 1938. 

Finally, the unit cost to the Government has been reduced to about 

25% of what it was in 1938. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1938, the 

Poat Office Departlll8nt paid out to the American domestic air lines an average 

of $2.09 per ton mile for the transportation of mail. For the fiscal year 

ending June 30, 1946, this payment to the domestic air lines averaged 54¢ :per 

ton ml.le. Prior to 1943, according to the Post Office Department; the total 

cost of domestic air ma.11 service exceeded revenues from the sale of air mail 

stam_ps. On the other hand, the Post Office Department has made a profit of 

more than $75,0001000 from air mail during the last three years. 

The policy of resulated competition established in 1938 has made 

the United States domestic air transport system, with all its faults ~d its 

occasional indigestion, one of the wonders o'f the world, 

Contrary to Mr. Trippe's assertion in support of this legislation, 

that the United States adopted a new international air transport policy since 
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the war, the policy of regulated competition in international air transport 
. . 

was clea;rly expressed by the Board ln the grant to Pan Amari can in 1939 of 

its first trans-Atlantic certificate. In making this award, the Board re

served a place for competitive United States air lines. Pan American was au

thorized to use only two of the four weekly landing risnts which United States 

air lines could enjoy in France and England. Thia policy was reaffirmed with 

the grant of temporary certi fi ca tee to Amari can Exwrt in 1940, and again with 

the gran~ of a temporary certificate to American Airlines in 1942 for service 

to MexicQ. But the real development in the overseas field under the impetus 
I 

of regul~ted competition has taken place in the brief period since early 1946, 

That development is even more spectacular than the domestic picture. 

On January 1, 1945, the international route miles which Un_ited Sta.tee air 

lines were certificated to serve aggregated 85,687 miles. These route mi.lea 

included 1550 miles to Mexlco City operated by American Airlines, and 161044 

mi.lea to Europe on which American Export was the desi€Jlate.d operator. T;lle 

balance was operated by mei,ibers of the Pan Ame~ican System. It may be noted 

that in this two-year period the routes of the Pan American System have been 

increased by more than 6<:f/o for a total of 111,000 ml.lee; and the population 

served by its system increased by 8~. 

I would like here to present a map, "International Routes of U. s •. 

Air Lines" showing all international routes for which United States air lines 

have been certificated, excepting some of those into Canada. Thia map gtves 

a g,od picture of the world system of United States air transport which the 

Board has laid out and which is presently operated or to be operated within 

the near future. The predominant red lines indicate the comprehenei ve route 

structure of the Pan American Syste~; the black lines embrace all the routes 

awarded to th~ other ten United States air lines certificated to operate 
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internationally. 

Today, the total route mileage granted to international American 

flag air lines is more than 173,000. Not all of these certificated United 

States routes are in operation. Some mu.at await necessary fli{jlt equipment 

and· landing rights. · Nevertheless, on October 11 1946 the world route miles 

actually in operation by United States carriers aggregate 125,947 miles, and 

foreigi governments involved have sranted :permission to Ame-r1oan flag air 

lines to operate to practically every part of the world. Furthermore, the 

services actually in operation are carrying the domi.nant share of all inter

national traffic. American flag air lines provide the major services to 

Latin America •. They are operating the bulk of trans-Pacific service; and 

they are rendering by far the greatest proportion of the services across the 

Atlantic. 

Our second chart is ''Mi lee Scheduled Per Week - International", aa 

of October 1, 1946. CoID.!)aring the United States international air lines with 

the five foremost foreigi systems, the Scandinavian, the British, the French, 

the Dutch, and the Belgian, we see that the United States air lines (& sub

sidiaries) scheduled more mi.lea per week than all five of its ma.jpr competi

tors put together. Specifically, our air lines and their subsidiaries 

scheduled 1,856,104 m:lles per week in international service. The United 

States certificated lines, exclusive of their subsidiaries scheduled 1,044,784 

mi lea :per week. 

Thia chart reflects the American preeminence in international air 

transportation. Even excluding the operations of the subsidiaries from the 

total mileage, the American Flag .air lines nevertheless schedule weekly over 

;o per cent more Ill1les than this strongest foreigi co1Il];let1 tor. United 
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States international aircraft are scheduled to fly every week the equivalent 

of m::>re than forty tripe around the world at the equator. 

From an examination of the dominant .American pos1 tion with respect 

to miles scheduled per week, you will loglcally next inquire as to the volume 

of business done, or traffic carried by our international air lines. 

In response., we have prepared a. chart ''Trans-Atlantic Air Pasaen• 

gers - 1946". Thia presentation refers e;icclusively to the North Atlantic 

passenger traffic between New York and Europe in which American Overseas Air• 

lines participated. It does not include the passenger traffic which m::>ved 

between. the other United States terminals, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and 

Washington and Europe. Necessary to our full appreciation of this picture is 

a careful noting of several points: traffic is broken down into the four 

quarters of 1946; the small differently colored blocks measure the passengers 

carried in the four periods by our foreign competitors•· Sabena (the Belgian 

air line), Scandinavian Airline System (s As), British Overseas Airways 

(BOAC), the Royal Dutch Airline (KIM), and Air France; the towering red bars 

reflect the aggregate passengers carrie~ by the three Unite4 States air 

lines -- Pan .American, TWA and American Overseas. 

Adding all of these columns for all air lines tosether we arrive at 

a figure of 104,980 trans-Atlantic air passensers from and to the New York 

gateway in 1946. 87,477, or nearly 85% of the total number of passengers, 

were carried by the three United States intemational air lines, with the 

five forei@l flag systems dividing the remaining 15%. 

Carrying this breakdown one step further we expose several facts 

which Mr. Trippe did not see fit to mention. In 1946, each one of the three 

United States air lines carried far more passengers across the Atlantic than 

did all of its foreign rivals combined. TWA, in spite of its strike and the 
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Constellation grounding, carried nearly half again as many passengers as the 

five foreign flag air lines combined. American Otre:ttsee.s carried to and from 

New York alone 29,115 trans-Atlantic passengers on 1,059 fli@lts, or rousb.ly 

five passengers for every three carried by all the forei@l competitors com

bined. My point ·1s that the substantial number of passengers in and out of 

Washington, Philadelphia, Chicago and :Boston are excluded from this figire. 

Most 1:Qipressive of all, Pan American carried to and from New York 33,6;5 

passengers on 1,100 crossings, or two passengers for every one carried by all 

five of the foreisn systems. May I explain in :passing that the traffic de

cline in the fourth quarter is chiefly a reflection of the normal seasonal 

fluctuation of passenger loads. 

It is interesting to note that the 100,000 trans-Atlantic air pas

sengers in 1946 were about equally divided -- half of them being United 

States citizens, and half -- citizens of other lands. More si@lificant, how• 

ever, are the facts presented at the right side of this chart. Note that out 

of every 100 forei@l trans-Atlantic air passengers in 1946, 78 flew on the 

United States international air lines. Naturally enough we carried an even 

more favorable percentage of United States citizens. Specifically, 89 out 

of each 100. 

Indicative of the trend of trans-Atlantic air traffic is the fact 

that in tlie second half of 1946, in spite of the increasing number of trips 

operated by forei@l flag air systems, the United States international air 

lines averaged four more passengers per trip than did our foreign competitors, 

tet us now move into the competitive picture for 1947, looking 

first at the chart ''Trana•Atlantic Air Schedules Operating Per Week - May§ 

12.!±1". You will see that at this date our four foreign competitors operate 

16 round trips across the Atlantic each week, while the United States 
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international air lines provide 45 round trips per week. In other words, the 

United States international air lines, in meeting the traffic demands, fly 

three round tripe to every one flown by our four foreigi. competitors. 

Step by step analysis reveals Air France operating three round 

trips per week; British Overseas Airways (BOAC) five per week; Royal Dutch 

Airline (KIM) three per week; and Scandinavian Airline System (SAS) five per 

week. Of the American air lines, TWA operates eleven round trips per week; 

Pan American, fifteen; and American Overseas, nineteen. 

In the light of the peak trans-Atlantic air traffic season immedi

ately ahead, all air lines, u. s. and foreign, may be expected to increase 

the number of round trips per week to the maximum which they can perform with 

their aircraft fleet. The United States international air lines will charac

teristically lead this expansion, recognizing as we do, that frequent flights 

are basic essentials to reduction of coats, and to satisfactory :public serv

ice, Of at least equal importance, frequent flights are singularly stimulat

ing to the full development of international air transport potential. 

In this connection, I mu.et call attention to a recent statement by 

Mr. Trip:pe which was at least misleading. To do eo, I introduce our chart, 

''rrans-Atlantic Passenger Loads." Note if you will, the small chart inset 

at the upper left designated by the red figure 1. It is an exact reproduc

tion of a chart Mr. Trippe eI11Ployed in his presentation to the House Com

mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. It depicts the passenger loads 

per plane for the thirty day period ending April 13, 1947 for British Over

seas Airways (BOAC) 1 Pan American and American Overseas to the London gate• 

way, -- and Air France and TWA to the Paris gateway. Base!l on passengers 

per plane, it shows both British Overseas and Air France carrying more pas• 

sengers per plane than anyone of our three United States international air 
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lines. ·From this, Mr. Trippe would have you believe that the United States 

air lines were getting a small share of the business. 

That this is far from factual follows from a study of the larger 

chart des1e11ated by the red fisire 2, on which we show total trans-Atlantic 

passenge_~ loads carried by each of the same two foreign and three United 

States i~ternational air lines for the identical thirty day period. Look 

first at th;e competitive situation ''ro London Gateway". Both Pan American 

and American Overseas far exceed British Overseas in passengers carried, • 

specifically Pan American carried 873, American Overseas 803, and British ·, ,• 

Overseas only 332. Putting it another way, each of us, Pan American and 

American Overseas, carried more than twice as many passengers as the Brit.ish 

air line. The Paris gateway picture is even brighter. TWA's 1,216 passengers 

was nearly four times the number carried by Air France. 

We have developed our chart to respond directly to Mr. Trippe's. 

In so doing, we have had to maintain in it certain ehortcominge which are in• 

herent in this chart. Let us review these shortcomings. They reveal that 

the United States international air lines are doing an even better job com

petitively than that indicated by our chart designated by the red figure 2. 

In the first place, the choice of any thirty day period is unrea

sonable, because thirty days is not a representative segment of time. Sec

ondly, neither chart 1 or chart 2 includes the important west bound traffic 

-- that is, from llhrope to the United States. In the case of the United 

States international air lines, this traffic has been made up of capacity 

loads. Further, Mr. Trip:pe fails to admit the heavy mail and express loads 

carried on each flight by the United States air lines. Frequently these 

loads have exceeded 2,000 lbs. or the equivalent of nine paeeengere per plane. 

Com.parable mail and ex:presa loads of the fore1€J1 flag air lines have been 
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as little as one-quarter of this weignt. Finally, Mr. Trippe's employment ot 

passengers per plane as an index of the job being done by each individual air 

line ne61,ects ~ompletely the importance of frequent service as a means of 

spreading and thereby lowering overhead costs, and as a stimulus to full 

development of the market as we mentioned earlier, 

A true picture of the trans-Atlantic air route structure and the 

pattern of air service augurs well for the success of the United States 

policy of regulated competition. The outlines are similar to those of the 

domestic picture - intense and skillful competition, greatly improved sched• 

ules, better service, better operating procedures, increasing overall traffic 

and competitive demand for improved equipment. I may perhaps be paird.oned if 

I refer to American Overseas as en exhibit in the case for the success of 

this policy. 

Here may I ask your consideration of our map, ''Routes of American 

Overseas Airlinee". Hereon, the solid red lines are the route segments in 

operation today; the broken red lines are those routes over which we are au• 

. thorized, but not now in operation. You will note that we are authorized to 

provide transportation between mt.ddle west and east coast traffic centers of 

the United States and Newfoundland., Iceland, Ireland, Scotland, England, and 

that area which may be described as Northern Europe, embracing the Nether• 

lands, northern GerIDBny, the Scandinavian countries of Denmark, Sweden and 

Norway, and Finland, Poland and Russia. 

Through the excellent and expert efforts of the Department of State, 

together w1.th the Civil Aeronautics Board, international aviation agreements 

have been concluded with nearly every country which American Overseas is au• 

thorized to eerve. You can readily distinguish these countries by their 

darker shading on the map. 
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To round out our corporate picture requires that we examine cer

tain ot})er specific aspects of American Overseas Airlines' :performance. To 

this en~, I invite your attention to our chart "Passengers.Flo'Wn - 1945 -
l 

1947 via American Overseas Airlines". Here you .will note that we gra:phical-

ly represent the steadily increasing numbers of trans-Atlantic passengers 

flo'Wn in each of the four quarters of 1945 and 1946, and the first quarter 
I 

of 1947. From a figure of ;21 passengers in the first quarter of 1945, we 

reached in the third quarter of 1946 the amazing figure of 11,210 passengers 

•- nearly forty times the initial fi91re. The normal seasonal fluctuation 

of traffic is reflected in the alight declines realized during the winter•· 

that is the fourth quarter and the first quarter. Please observe that our 

passenger traffic estimates for the last three quarters of 1947 are shown 

in the very light shaded columns. In these three periods our estimates for 

1947 traffic exceed 1946 performance by no less than fifty per cent, and in 

the case of the second quarter, we expect to carry double our 1946 traffic. 

Now let us focus on the small chart inset in the lower left-hand 

corner. I must aek that you correct one figure on this graph. In the title, 

chanse the number of American Overseas' round trips per week from 18 to 19. 

Since preparing this chart, we have added another schedule. Thie steadily 

increasing number of trans-Atlantic round trips per week from three in 1945 

to 19 today directly reflects the growth of our business, and our meeting of 

the needs of the traveling public. The solid black line brings us up to 

date; beyond this point, you will observe the broken line sho'Wing our soon 

to be effective increase to 24 trans-Atlantic round trips per week. On 

these flights during 1945 and 1946, we carried 36,326 passengers, more than 

935,000 pounds of United States and forei@l mail, and in excess of $0,000 

pounds of cargo. 
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In the performance of our service at the present time, we employ 

ten DC·4's and seven Lockheed Constellations. We have on order eight of the 

Boeing 377 four-engine transports, having a capacity of sixty day passengers 

or thirty sleeper pass_engers on trans-Atlantic operations. We employ over 

3,000 personnel. Our balance sheet as of December 31, 1946 shows assets in 

excess of $27,000,000, and our net worth at that date was more than 

$16,000,000. 

American Overseas has felt the weight of costs incident to inau

guration of a new route, increased wages without increased fares, and the 

effect of the grounding of the Constellations. On the basis of the temporary . . 

mail rate of 75¢ per ton ml.le now in force, the company showed a lose of 

approximately $.300,000 in this,. its first real ye~ of operations. We be• 

lieve the temporary rate to be unreasonably low and are hopeful that it will 

be adjusted upward. Nevertheless, we consider the year a success and evi• 

dence of the success of our national policy. I believe Pan American like

wise considers American Overseas' first year of operations successful. 

No Sufficient Reason Exists or Can Be Advanced for Discarding 
the Established Policy. 

The United States policy of regulated competition in international 

air transport has been established for eight and one-half years. It is only 

since the beginning of 1946 that we have had our first opportunity to witness 

its effectiveness. Its operation in its first real year has been highly suc• 

ceasf'ul from the point of view of expanding international operations, deve

loping the traffic and establishing the American :position in the foreigi 

field. It is now suggested by one reluctant com,petitor that the policy of 

regulated competition be junked -- after one year of development and trial 

and that we substitute for regµlated competition between American air lines, -
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an American flag mono:poly. 

Monopoly -- the exclue1on of competition -- is not an American 

concept. Traditionally, we accept it in a narrowly restricted form only when 

we are forced to for our own convenience or the peculiar character of the 

service. We do not adopt it because we fear the competition of others. We 

have accepted it in our telephones because of the large fixed investment in 

ground facilities and because we as customers do not like the confusion of 

two telephone systems and the inconvenience and cost of two telephones in 

our homes. We have also accepted it in the case of the so-called natural 

monopolies - the gas, water and electric eyetema. But in no other field, -

ship:ping, railroads or business have we accepted it. In fact, many of our 

laws are desi@ed to prevent it. Mr. Trippe sa1s that these bills provide 

competition - forei@ competition. But these bills are desie,:i.ed to protect 

us from foreie,:i. competition in a field in which oui1 operators and our indus

try have practically unheard-of preeml.nence. If Mr. Trippe's reasoning were 

sound, we should protect, by grants of monopoly, all of our industrial and 

economl.c activity which is exposed to world competition. Congress was asked 

to do just that when American exporters, with the support of the Federal 

Trade Conmission, sougbt, by the Webb·Pomerene Act, authority to ore,anize 

associations for foreie:,. trade exempt from the anti-trust laws. In that Act, 

Congress, thouE91 granting a limited exemption, specifically preserved compe

tition between our own citizens by providing that the authorized acts should 

not be in restraint 11of the export of any domestic competitor" and by pre• 

serving the prohibition against "unfair methods of competition ••• against 

competitors engaged in export trade", Extreme weakness, not strength, can 

be the only basis of our acceptance of monopoly to protect an industry. 

Now, we as a nation are asked -- not merely to accept -- but to 
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compel monopoly in a field in which we are the world's leader. Such a dras• 

tic reversal of a national policy of this country should be predicated only 

upon the m:,st conclusive proof of its necessity. We are told that we must 

give up, in a field in which our position 1s unchallenged, our traditional. 

belief in competition, resilated under an established and declared policy. 

We are told this after a little over a year of successful operation under 

that policy. 

I cannot forbear to repeat that a Government-subsidized monopoly 

is a last resort of weakness. It is a resort to be adopted only if it can 

be proved to be the sole means of retaining for the U. S. flag air lines .a 

place in the international field. Search as we will, we can find no real 

evidence of the need for such a defensive measure. 

What are the reasons advanced for th~s radical shift from the 

offense to the defense? 

The Bogey of European Monopoly 

It is said that the British, the Dutch, the French and other 

governments have adopted the JIX>nopoly form, either government - or privately 

owned, in their international air transport. It is said that these mono:po• 

lies are financially and diplomatically supported by their respective g>vern· 

,'l.ents; that they have the benefit of lower wage levels; that they have no 

ob.' igation to earn a return on investment. 

• From these assertions, Mr. Trippe reaches what is to him the inee-

capabl, , conclusion that United States international air trans~ortation cannoi 

survive ti.. -<cept in monopoly form. We not only believe it can survive, but ca 

look forwar--\ to an increasingly successful future based on flexible and far

seeing re91lation of U. S. flag com:peti tion. 

It 1s tru.e that many nations have adopted various forms of 
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mono]?oly. The British Government course has gone through many windings. It 

had a substantial prewar monopoly in Imperial Airways of which I shall speak 

later. In the years inmediately preceding the war, it had. a com.pet! ti ve 

system and the much smaller British Airways, w1 th American a1 rplanes, was 

making life quite exciting for Imperial Airways. With war coming on the two 

lines were taken over by the Government and became British Overseas Airways 

Corporation (BOAC). Coming out of the war, the British recosuzed the un• 

wieldiness in size of BOAC and the inefficiency of its non-competitive 

situation and have now set up three distinct Government-owned corporations 

with distinct boards of directors and managements operating in distinct 

zones. Great Britain, contrary to Mr. Trjp:pe, has three distinct inter

national ,air lines, -- not one. They are: British Overseas Airways (BOAC), 

British Euro]?ean Airways (BEA) and British South .American Airways (BSA). 

Other nations of the British Commonwealth have their own international lines. 

Australia has two. Canada has one. South Africa has one. India expects to 

have at least one. But even with three international air lines, the dissa

tisfaction of the British public with a plan of parcelling out world routes 

on a non-competitive basis has expressed itself in aggressive development of 

large and powerfully supported charter air lines in England and Scotland. 

It is our view that the development of this concept in other 

nations is a sign of weakness -- not of strength. Four principal considera

tions, all stemming from weakness, are, except where ideological considera

tions are involved, the basic reasons for these defensive measures. The 

first of these is the lack of any domestic reservoir of traffic such as the 

United States provides and can potentially develop. Without such a reser

voir, these national air lines find it difficult, if not impossible, to 

operate profitably. By consequence, in both the domestic and foreign fields 
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they have progressively limited themselves by ad.option of the subsidized 

monopoly concept, -- the traditional European solution to commercial weak

ness. The second consideration has been, unfortunately, the traditional 

European fear of aggression by neighbors and the necessity of large govern• 

ment financial support to maintain the air line as a continuing and close 

adjunct of the military. The third is the importance of air transport (like 

shipping and other services) aa a government-controlled tool to provide 

desperately needed foreign exchange, particularly u. S. dollar exchange, and 

to support their internal economy. The fourth is the preeminence of our own 

air line and aircraft manufacturing industry, the products of the oompeti• 

tive system for which the European nations are unable to provide the counter

part. The importance of the latter factor was emphasized again am again at 

the Chi cage Conference in 1944 • The United States air transport services to 

foreign fields are so much stronger and so much further advanced in operat

ing techniques, in equipment and in the quality of the service rendered that 

at that conference principal European countries sougllt res,tricti ~e measures 

on major routes to assure to their carriers some portion of the international 

business. Certainly it is not without significance that alone of all United 

States air lines, Pan American, the proponent of monopoly, has joined with 

powerful European monopolies in advocating limitations on frequencies in 

international services. 

The defeatist monopoly concept adopted by the nations of the Old 

World has not had the same appeal to the fast developing countries of the 

Western hemisphere. Brazil has designated one air line, one of Pan Ameri

can's subsidiaries, to operate to Europe and two others are seeking permits 

from the Civil Aeronautics Board to enter the United States. Three inter

national air lines from Venezuela, in one of which Pan American has a 
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substantial interest, sought permission to serve Miami and New York. Colom• 

bia has two companies enga.e,ed in international service, and in one of these 

Pan Ame·riean has a financial interest. Three Cuban companies, one a Pan 

American subsidiary, operate to the United States. Finally -- and Mr. Trippe 

doesn't mention this when he complains that the State Department has le:f't 

United States air lines to their own devices in Mexico - one of the principal 

reasons why the United States has no bilateral agreement with Mexico is the 

Mexican demand that Mexican air lines, in addition to the Pan American sub

sidiary c1a.. Mexicana, be perml tted to engage in international air transpor

tation to this country. 

The Fear of Foreipn Coats 

Mr. Trippe fears that low foreie,:i wage scales will put the United 

States flag air lines out of business. In support of this fear he has pro

duced two charts, the first showing comparative general wage costs in other 

countries in 1938, and the second, showing fi@U'es purporting to be actual 

wage fieµres for certain categories of personnel employed by principal 

foreie,:i air lines. From these charts and the fieµres on which they are 

baaed, the conclusion is drawn that the costs of foreigi air lines are so 

much lower than our own that the United States flag air lines cannot compete. 

None of us are blind to the effect or potential effect in world 

markets of lower standards of 11 ving and wage scales in foreie,:i countries. 

Every American industry has faced and must face this problem. By and large, 

our industries have faced 1 t successfully. Any United States flag air line 

met face this problem, ~hether it be one of several competitors or this 

suggested Chosen Instrument. The Chosen Instrument . is no solution to this 

problem, as Mr. Trippe now belatedly adml ts. Its only value -- if that be 
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considered of value -- is to provide one vehicle to receive a Governmant 

subsidy. 

We believe that on this point Mr. Trippe is trying to stampede the 

Congress. We reco€Jlize that in our industry, as in others, the foreign manu• 

facturer or operator may have an advantage in labor coat as against the 

United States. But we do not accept Mr. Trippe •a defeatist conclusions. 

Certain of these conolueione may be falsely predicated upon Mr. 

Trippe 'a chart comparing international wage levels on an hourly basis. Thie 

chart compared the 1938 average hourly rates, or earnings, in the United 

States with some dozen other nations, and showed the United States' hourly 

rate at ~¢ to be nearly double that of any other country represented. What 

Mr. Trippe's chart failed to reveal was the effect of American preeminence 

of production. In response to Mr. Trippe, we present our chart "1938 General 

Wag:, Coste Per Unit of Production." The data presented are for the same 

year· 1938 • as covered in Mr. Trippe's picture, and are essentially hourly 

wages converted to reflect the cost per unit of output. We accomplished the 

conversion through the use of an exhaustive War Production Board Survey of 

productivity of labor in the principal countries of the world. Thie analysis 

showed that one man hour of production in the United States was equivalent to 

1.4 man hours in Canada, 2.4 man hours in Germany., 2.8 man hours in Russia, 

and 2 .8 man hours in the United Kinglom. By applying these factors to the 

hourly wages, we reach the true conclusion expressed in the circled summary 

statement ''Higher U. s. Hourly Wages are Offset by Lower Wages per Unit 

Produced." With the application of this yardstick, note that the United 

States is the lowest cost producer at 63¢ per unit, while the United Kingl.om 

is the highest cost producer of the five nations at 9~¢ per unit. 

While on the subject o:f labor caste we must remember that Mr~ 
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Trippe in hie testimony failed to tell you how extensively, ~irectly or. in• 

directly, throush subsidiaries and affiliates, he employs local labor through 

out hie routes at local wase rates. Nor did he tell you how overall costs -

as distinguished from wage rates -- of the foreieµ. air lines compare with his 

or ours. 

However, I am authorized and anxious to give you our own operating 

coats for the last six months of 1946 -- the period which causes Mr. Trippe 

so much trepidation -- and to compare them with those of BOAC and Air France, 

I propose also to give you the estimated costs of .American Overseas for the 

year beginning July 1, 1947. 

For the last six months of 1946 our operating cost per revenue 

mi.le flow was $3.57. Air France shows the same operating cost of $3.57 

while BO.AC 'a comparable coat was $5.53. The three air lines estimate their 

operating coats per revenue ml.le flow for the full year beginning July 1, 

1947, as follows: American Overseas, $2.72; Air France, $3.46; and 

BOAC, $3.10. • 

Further in. his defeatism in the matter of coats, the arch-proponent 

omitted a. factor of great si@lificance. The labor cost advantage of foreiep. 

countries is reflected in world markets in price. An American product or 

service forced out of the world market is so affected because its price pre

cludes price competition. In the air line industry no such reflection is 

apparent. The initiative for reduced fares has senerally come from the 

United States air lines. 

Considering all factors, the American international air lines have 

provided ae good or better service than the foreie,n flag systems, at equal 

or completely comparable coats. We hope with better orsazuzation, improved 

methods, and greater labor productivity -- to continue doing so. 
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The Asserted Gove~ntal Problems 

We are told that the present system of certificates of public con• 

venience and necessity cannot be applied to international service, (1) be• 

cause forefe,:i competition can come into the United States without full ree,i

lation by the Civil Aeronautics Boa.rd, (2) because the United States must 

obtain landing rights and has not in all oases been able to do so, and (3) 

because in some cases necessary executive agreements are for limited periods 

and as a result, our r1e):lte abroad are in constant jeopardy. 

These problems, if they are major pt'oblems, will not be cured by 

establishment of the Chosen Instrument. The entrance of foreign air lines 

into this country must be accepted in our own enlightened self interest if 

we expect our flag lines to enjoy landing rights abroad. Mr. Trippe recog

nized this principle as far back as 1935 when the British insisted that the 

United States glve their flag air line the right to enter this country be

fore acting on Pan American's application to enter the United Kingdom. This 

principle was specifically contemplated by Sections 402, 801 and 1102 of the 

Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. It is evidenced by the bi~late·ral agreements 

negotiated with foreign s:,vernments • . Presumably the Chosen Instrument would 

effect no change in this situation. Landing rights would have to be obtained 

for a Chosen Instrument just as for the present competing air lines. Foreie,:i · 

nations will continue in a pcsi tion to deny landing r:1 ghte unless reciprocal 

rie}:lts are gt"anted, apparently a source of irritation to Mr. Trippe. Forced 

merger of our international air lines in no way improves the United States• 

position. If anything it will be more difficult to obtain these rights for 

a single instrument of American interpa,tional aviation policy. 

Mr. Trippe sheds tears for American capital invested in inter

national air lines whose franchisee are subject to short term executive 
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agreements. Be has no tears for the American capital invested in the pre• 

sent companies who, under these Bills, are to see their certificates and 

assets taken from their control by their own Government. 

The Financial Problems of the Air Linea and Aircraft Industry 

An argument offered in support of the proposed legislation is the 

alleged financial problems of United States flag air lines. Pan American 

points with pride to its financial strength and to the fact that it has not 

cancelled any orders for aircraft. We must, therefore, eliminate from the 

category of financially embarrassed air lines Pan American Airways. 

Mr. Gerald Brophy, the representative of TWA, f!Jl ve to the House 

Committee, a detailed explanation of the financial problems affecting that 

company. It can be summarized in a few sentences from Mr. Brophy's 

testimony: 

"l'he fact is that the ma.Jar portion of this (lose) re• 
sulted from the domestic operations of TWA •••• TWA showed a 
profit from operations in both its international and domestic 
divisions in June of 1946 • • • • On July 11, the Constellations 
were grounded by the CAA • • • • It had not gotten all of its 
fleet of Constellations back into service when on October 21st 
the entire TWA system was closed down by the pilots' strike • • 
• • In effect, TWA was either out of business or carrying on a 
skeleton operation during the last six months of 1946 instead of 
carrying through in a profitable operation •••• " 

It is true, as I have said, that American Overseas suffered a loss 

in the year 1946. On the other hand, the success of our operations the 

first year in our opinion justifies our optimism for the future, and the 

action of the Board in passing on our application for an adjustment in the 

mail rate may wipe out even this deficit. 

As to the other air lines certificated for international service, 

Northwest has only recently completed survey flights over its Pacific route, 

and neither Western, Braniff nor Colonial has yet instituted international 
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service. Financial problems of these air lines, 1f they have such problems, 

can hardly be said to be attributable to international operations. As inci

dents of international service they are insig:iificant beside the lose of 

several million pound.a anticipated by British Overseas Airways for 1946 as 

reported in the British press. 

As to the aircraft manufacturing industry, it is true that the in

dustry has been hurt by cancellations. That is unfortunate. That industry 

is of the utmost importance in this country. But -- and this I think you 

should clearly understand -- the real cancellations in the picture are n9t 

-- as Mr. Trippe would have us believe -- related to international 

operations. 

In the main, it has been the domestic air lines which have can

celled orders for new aircraft. Ne1 ther Pan American, American Overseas nor 

Panasr:-a, international air lines, have cancelled aircraft orders. Pennsyl

vania-Central, Western, Chicago & Southern and others have cancelled Douglas 

DC-6e; American Airlines cancelled its order for Republic Rainbows, and 

Eastern and TWA cancelled orders for Lockheed Constellations, and moat of 

these were for use in domestic service. 

The domestic air line industry has gone through a difficult period. 

Similarly, the aircraft manufacturing industry has experienced the severe 

trials ofmaterial bottlenecks, suppliers' labor troubles, in BOJll8 cases in

experien~e with its Q'W?l problems, and all the other postwar t~dustr1al 

:plaeµee. As a result, the industry ha~ been unable to de+i ver its product 

on time. In some cases, it has been unable to come even close to it. 

The aircraft manufacturing industry has been hurt. It needs and 

should have help. Government inspiration for the development and production 

of aircraft is vital. But, to place the bulk of world a1rcratt PJ"09Urement 
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in the hands of a single monopolistic air line :management is not the way to 

help the American aircraft manufacturing industry. 

Alleged Inefficiency ot the United States International Route Pattern 

The proponent of monopoly speaking on behalf of these Bills em• 

ploys the customary ar9.unent that competitive operations are inefficient and 

involve duplication of effort and service. One who is a proponent of mono• 
• 

poly, looking at competitive organizations, denies the utility of competing 

sales organizations, service organizations, advertising, and supervision. 

Every proponent of monopoly will tell you that, if he only controlled the 

whole field, he would be able to dispense with these competing and therefore 

ex:pensi ve elements • 

Our industrial history- proves the contrary. Mr. Trippe, if inter

ested in the automobile business, would probably tell you that, if he could 

only put together Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler he could elimlnate com

peting organizations and save costs. If Mr. Trippe were interested in sur .. 

face shipping, I have no doubt he would suggest combining all United States 

shipping into one company to save costs. I do not think the point deserves 

mu.ch discussion. We have seen too many evidences to the contrary in our own . 
econoII13. What is apparently saved in cost is lost times over in initiative, 

imagination and respcnse to public needs. 

Actual duplication of service has been mtniml.zed by the Civil 

Aeronautics Board in its route pattern. It is only to be found where traf

fic is heaviest, as on the North Atlantic route at New York and London. 

Duplication of i\lnctions as between United States air lines can be mlniml.zed, 

as Mr, Sml. th will point out, by proper cooperation between the operators. In 

the North Atlantic and European fields, exchange of spare parts, ~nglnes and 

reserve of equipment, about which Mr. Trippe complains, already has been 
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instituted and g>es on every day. But the losses incident to lack of com

petition would far outweigll these alleged economies. 

I get the impression from reading Mr. Trippe's statement and tes

timony that, in his belief, the duplications inevitable in a competitive 

world, in any field, must be dispensed with in our national interest. All 

.American experience and world experience with American competition -- except 

where the industry, after thorousti trial, is bankrupt and can exist only on 

Government support -- indicates the contrary. 

Alleppd Inability to Serve the Armed Forces 

Mr. Trippe has made the astounding statement that oompeti tion has 

prejudiced the ability of the air lines to serve the Armed Forces. In this 

regard I want to quote Hon. Robert A. Lovett, Assistant Secretary of War 

for Air throusbout the war, who opposed the Chosen Instrument at the hear

ings· on s. 326 in 1945. Mr. Lovett said: 

"I think it is fair to say that the only effective yard
stick we have is that of utilization of equipment which, or course, 
is directly related to cost, and we have found that wherever we 
have put on another contractor (air line) on the same point-to
point route, both the utilization of equipment has IJ)ne up and the 
cost of operation has come down!" 

and again 

''!'he air lines as a whole have done a superb Job for us. 
The fact that each has a little different technique stimulatee 
the others." 

At the riak of duplicating a few words of the testimony offered by 

Mr. Gerald Brophy, on behalf of TWA before the House Interstate and Foreigi 

Col!D'.Derce Commtttee, my I repeat for emphasis a line or two by the Honorable 

Henry L. Stimson, then Secretary of War, reporting in 1945 to the Senate 

Commerce Committee in opposition to the Chosen Instrument Bill: 

''As commercial monopoly is generally characterized by 
standardization of equipment, facilities and techniques and, in 
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the aviation field, would likely tend toward procurement from a 
single supplier, whereas competition is likely to produce just 
the opposite result, the War Department believes that a policy 
which fosters re91lated competition, rather than Dk>nopoly, is 
beet desi81ed to stinulate the desired technical advancement and 
lend maximum support to our pea.ce .. ti:me aircraft industry, pro• 
vided such a policy is at all feasible in the light of known or 
likely forei 81 com.petition. 11 

As a basis for the astounding statement that competition has pre

Judi ced the abi 11 ty of the air lines to serve the Armed Forces, Mr. Trippe 

offers only the wholly unsupported assertion that two local services in 

Europe end Japan have been prevented, or at least, delayed. Be insinuates 

that this result is due to the inability of the War Department to select 

from or effect joint effort between the United States flag air lines in the 

Area. On behalf of one of the air lines to whom he refers, I wish to nail 

this insinuation. The facts are that neither of the projects has ever been 

authorized or approved by the responsible authorities of this Government. 

On the contrary, the suggested development or operation within occupied 

Europe of a local service to be conducted by a company Jointly owned by 

Pan American and American Overseas was vetoed by these authorities. 

Increased Marjet Competition by Foreipn Air Lines 

Mr. Trippe fears the increasing participation of the e.1r lines of 

other nations in the international air transport market. He said, "the 

Committee should not be ml.sled by fig11ree that in 1946 the American-flag 

lines carried a g,od deal more business across the Atlantic that did the 

f orei e,:iers • "* He pointed to the fact tha. t some of the f orei 81 a.i r lines 

did not have equipment to operate fully 1n 1946 and that the Belgians end 

Irish have not started. He said., "When the fieµres are analyzed., they are 

far from showing an optiml.stic picture. 11 He apparently is shocked by-

* Testimony before House Interstate and Fore181 Commerce Committee, 
April 28, 1947, 
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realization that the American air lines carried a smaller percentage of the 

trans-Atlantic traffic in the last six months of 1946 than they did the 

first h~lf of the year. We expected that and so did Mr. Trippe. We planned 

on it, The United States has had a long-standing policy, confirmed at 

Chicago in 1944, and firmly based in our own self-interest, embodying recip• 

rocal adm:lssion of air lines of friendly nations into the United States. 

That policy means that American-flag linee in the international field may 

face foteig>. competition on all their international routes. We knew that 

foreie,:i air lines would be in competition with us. We planned for that. We. 

respect that competition but we do not fear it. We knew that the foreie,:i 

carriers initially had no equipment; that to compete they mist buy it 

here; that there was no competitive forei e,:i equipment; that 1 t would take 

them time to get equipment and get into operation; and that until the forei@ 

air lines were able to get into operation, the American flag air lines 

would handle all the traffic. 

Referring to the fact that for the first six months of 1946, the 

United States international air lines carried 95i of the traffic, while 

for the second half of the year this f1 gure was 77°/o, Mr. Trippe maintains 

that this is not an optimistic picture. It is characteristic of him to 

do so. 

To the school of monopoly, to carry lees than all the traffic 

is nothing short of disaster, •~11 or none" is its motto. Those reared in 

the school of monopoly do not think, as we do and as the domestic operators 

do, in terms of increasing the traffic to the maximum. Their thinking is 

in terms only of carrying what traffic there is -- and of keeping others 

from carrying any. To them traffic development is unnecessary; if all the 

traffic as of a partic~lar time can be carried and service ad.Justed to carry 
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that level of traffic -- change, development of further traffic, increased 

frequencies, and improved service are unnecessary. 

We cannot subscribe to Mr. Trippe's alarm over the loss in the 

last half of 1946 by the United States international air lines, of a small 

part of a greatly expanded volume of traffic. In the first place, no 

Uni tad States international air line, be it monopolistic Chosen Instrument, 

or one of several competitive lines, can operate to or through other nations 

without our country granting rights to air lines of at least some of these 

other nations to fly to the United States. Accordingly, irrespective of 

the United States policy -- whether monopoly or competitive -- the foreieµ. 

air lines will share in the international air traffic market. 

It follows then that the interests of the United States, of our 

traveling and shipping public, and of our air lines, will be best served 

by the development of that traffic to the fullest extent possible. We must 

not be frightened off by percentages which are disturbing simply because they 

are relative. A look at the actual performance fisures for 1946will show 

the fallacy of applying percentages to a rapidly expanding volume of traffic. 

The 77% of the total traffic carried by the United Sta.tee international air 

linee in the second half of 1946 a.mounted to about 52,000 passengers, or 

16,000 more passengers than were represented by our 95i share for the first 

six months. It is our conviction that a change to a policy of American flag 

m:,nopoly will effectively limit traffic development and jeopardize American 

preeminence in international air transport. The full development of the 

air traffic market will perm:l t us to carry an ever increasing number of 

passengers. We are likewise convinced, as is all American competitive 

enterprise, that this full development of the market is attainable only by 

the continued implementation of a policy of American competition with its 

unique incentives and stimuli. 
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Conclusion ae to Reasons Advan9ed for Discarding The Established Policy 

My conclusion is that every single one of the reasons advanced by 

Mr. Trippe and the other proponents of these Bills for discarding our tra

ditional and established policy of resilated competition is based on fear 

for the competitive position of Pan Amari can - and, worse than that, on 

short-term fear. The case for these Bills is desi@ed to frighten the 

Congress of the United States and the people of the United State into adop• 

tion of a policy which is completely forei@l to our traditions when viewed 

calmly and obJecti vely. We lmow of no reason why the Congress or the people 

of this country should be afraid. 

A good example of Mr. Trippe's in terrorem tactics is found in 

his expressed fear of early introduction of competitive British transport 

aircraft. -·He has had the effrontery to tell you that competitive British 

equipment • the equivalent of our Constellation, DC-6 and Boeing Strato• 

cruiser - will be available in., as he says., "a year or two". If he does 

not know that this is far from the fact, then he knows lees about our busi

ness than I give him credit for. I have just returned from a trip to 

Europe., and even prior to that trip., I had not closed by eyes to British 

aircraft and power plant development. The British are working hard on jet 

and propeller-turbine power plants. My information is that as of this 

minute they are somewhat ahead of us in these power plant fields. 

But power plants developed for fighter aircraft are a long, long 

way from being power plants for transport work, The Bri tiah Gloucester 

Meteor is a fast .. developing jet-propelled fighter. So is our own Lockheed 

P-80. · But anyone who tells you that a transport aircraft baaed on either 

of their power plants will be in use "in one or two years" is., in my 

opinion, either :preJ\ldiced, misled, or a1me to mislead. Our own 
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manufacturing industry, With its great knowledge of transport development, 

is a long way from seeing the jet or propeller-turbine transport. And our 

own industry, as the British would be the first to tell you, knows m:,re 

about the requirements of big, fast, high altitude, supercharged, heated 

transport aircraft than anyone else on earth. 

The British have been working on transport aircraft development, 

but in this field they are well behind our industry. I believe the British 

would be the first to tell you - that they have no transport aircraft 

adapted either to the conventional reciprocating englne or the Jet or pro

peller-turbine which 1s competitive with our American product. They do not 

expect to have one in production for at least five years. Forei E9J. exchange 

problems may force them to use British aircraft rather than United States

built aircraft. But it will be foreie:i exchange problems which will force 

this; it will not be because their aircraft are competitive. I personally 

am convinced that their aircraft will not be competitive for at least five 

years; and I firmly expect to see the first successful Jet or proFeller

turbine international transport aircraft developed by our own industry. At 

least I am willing to bet on it. 

I do not believe that this nation should be stampeded into mono

poly by the fears of Mr. Trippe and of others whom he ha.a inoculated with 

the fears he presents to you. 

The Proposed Monopolistic Chosen Instrument is Contrary to the National 
Interest · 

I have already dealt briefly with considerations underlying 

foreieµ adoption of the monopoly concept. Some effects of adoption of this 

policy are plainly to be observed both abroad and in this country. I shall 

confine myself to British and American experiences as my own feeling ia 
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No other nation provides a sufficient reservoir of its own national traffic 

to mak~ its situation comparable. 

British Experience with Monopoly 

The British embarked early on a Chosen Instrument policy in 

intern~tional air transport. Imperial Airways, a government-supported 

monopoly was selected in 1924 as the sole Chosen Instrument for the Em.pire•s 

intern~tional routes. It operated for a number of years throughout the 

Empire without competition. It used only British aircraft. It did no night 

operating. Its schedule to Australia, if I remember correctly, was eight 

or _nine days. But it had the field all to itself and was supported by His 

· Majesty's Government. 

You may recall that about 1936 a small but aggressive private 

enterprise known a.a British Airways, Ltd., which had been flying internal 

routes in the British Isles, was able to start operations to the Continent. 

It purchased American Douglas and Lockheed equipment. Its competition be

gan to make substantial inroads into Imperial Airways' monopoly of traffic 

on certain routes. 

In the meantime, Imperial continued to buy British, to disregard. 

the technical advance of the American aircraft industry and to stick to 

operating methods which were fast being discarded as obsolete by the compe• 

t1t1ve United States domestic air lines. 

In 1938, with war looming, the position of the British air line 

industry became of concern to the Government. The Cad,man Cammi ttee of In

quiry was appointed, investigated the entire situation and filed a report 

which is illuminating as to the effect of a. monopoly policy. The Cadman 
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Committee reported that Britain's Chosen Instrument, Imperial Airways, had 

not kept up with other air lines, either in quality or prosressiveness. 

British aircraft types were obsolete. The management of the Chosen Instru

ment t1fl.S "intolerant of suggestions and • • • internally its attitude in 

staff matters ••• left much to be desired." Imperial Airways had been 

ineffiqient in operation. Its schedules were :poorly planned, its service 

sub-standard, its equipment old and antiquated and its routes inadequate. 

It had done little or nothing to sponsor the develo:pment of competitive 

transport type aircraft. It looked bad by comparison with its new, age;res• 

sive and much smaller competitor, British Airways. 

Despite the report's adverse criticism of the operation of the 

Chosen Instrument, the lowering war clouds gathering over Europe led to a 

determl.nation to centralize and to socialize all aviation activities. The 

British Overseas Airways Corporation Act, passed in 1939, provided for the 

taking over - with cash compensation to the o'Wilers - of both Imperial Air

ways and British Airways and the creation of one g>vernment-owned Chosen 

Instrument, British Overseas Airways Corporation - BOAC. BOAC operated 

throughout the War as a e:>vernment-owned monopoly. 

Despite this emergency action, there was and is authoritative 

sentiment in Britain that the American policy of "controlled competition" 

was and is far s11:perior to a single consolidated air line. The "White 

Paper" on British air transport issued in 1945 reveraed the Government's 

stand regarding the development of British air lines. The unsuitability of 

the Chosen Instrument was recognized in the follm·i5ng language: 

''The Government are conv:J.nced thfl.t t!:.e policy of a aingl~ 
Chosen Instrument whatever its merits :in th,~ p.Rt 1s uneui ted to 
deal with the ~eat ex1:iension of the futu::.."e. 'J:·here must be seve• 
ral transport undertakine,a, A single enii:i. ty ev"in if it could 
effectively include and use &11 the varied experlence of aviation 
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transpo~ whiclfi t if! _necessary to bring in would be too large 
and far•flung to :f'l111'111 the requirements of individual super
vision of all the routes de~ired. Moreover, while as stated 
above it is clearly desirable to elimlnate wasteful collijl8tition 
b~tween British operations on the same route, it is nonetheless 
desirable both to avoid a sealed pattern of manasement end 
operation and to encourage different managements to try out 
their own ideas," 

The ''White Paper" susgested three companies,- closely affiliated, although 

not competing directly on routes~ The reeul ts of this decision already are 

manifesting themselves. Recently Peter Masefield, Director' General of Long 

Term-Planning and Projects in the British Ministry of Ci Vil Aviation, as 

reported in the American Aviation Daily, stated that the system of three 

air line corporations was proving much better than the single Chosen Instru• 

ment. Re said that there have been improvements in research, service and 

operational practices and that competition between the three companies 

would also result in better British aircraft. Re stated as his opinion 

that the rivalry between the three companies would keep British civil avia• 

tion in a much healthier state than was possible under a Chosen Instrument. 

United States Experience wi!Jl a Monopoly in Fact, But Not in La.w 

The United States has bad its own experience with an instrument 

monopolistic in fact, though not in law. 

Prior to 19381 Pan American operated all the United States inter• 

national air mail routes, end for this service, received payment from our 

epvernment at a rate in excess of $1.90 per mile flown carrying United 

Sta.tea mail, B1 contrast ·every year from 1934 to 1938 the competitive 

United States domestic air lines received only about one-qUarter of this 

aIIk:>unt for each mile they transported United States mail. 

For thirteen·yee.re prior· to 1942, Pan American, with its affili• 

ate, Pan American Grace Airways, was the only American system operating to 
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Latin America. From 1930 through 1940 the Pan American System received in 

excess of $71,000,000 from the United States Government by way of mail pay• 

men ta for its services to and from Latin America. 

It owned or controlled many of the facilities essential for 

operation and by that ownership effeoti vely excluded oompeti tion. What 

were the results? 

For a period of almost ten years ending in 1940, Pan American 

did little to increase frequencies between the United States and Rio de 

Janeiro. It contented itself with the operation of two round trips a week. 

Even as late as the spring of 1941 it engaged in no night flying on its 

Latin American routes. Its representatives admitted in :public hearings 

before the Board that no application had ever been made to a Latin American 

government for permission to engage in night operations or to install the 

necessary facilities, that it had not ordered such facilities and,. in 

fact, that no real study had been made of the feasibility or economic ad• 

vantages of night operations between Miami and Buenos Aires. At the same 

time, they admltted that the flight over this route was no more hazardous 

than flying across the United States. 

In less than a year after the outbreak of war, United States 

ArrII!J pilots wi~h relatively limited experience were reg12larly flying air

craft night and day over the route from Miami to Trinidad and thence along 

the north coast of Brazil. When Pan American inaugurated service in 1931 

from Miami to Buenos Aires via the East Coast, the schedule required eight 

days, broken by overnight lay .. overs and requiring a :passenger to get up at 

an early hour for a daybreak de:parture. Toward the latter part of 1940, 

the tiIDe was i'educed to 4 daye, but even at that time Pan .American had air• 

craft, and facilities were readily available and coul~ have been installed 



whioh would have permitted further reduction of travel time to 50 hours or 

less. However, it is only within the last few months and only since cer

tification of Braniff Airways from the United States to Buenos Aires that 

Pan American has cut the travel time to 39¾ hours. 

When the United States domestic air lines were achieving an air

craft utilization of about seven hours per day per aircraft, Pan American 

in 1 ts Latin American service was getting three and one-half to five and 

one-half hours. Operating coats were high and passenger fares higher. 

While the air traveler was paying 5½¢ per mtle within the United States, 

he was paying nearly twice that much in Latin America. 

Some indications of the effect of competition, or the threat of 

competition on a monopoly, are revealed by a consideration of service be

tween the United States and Mexico. Prior to the Civil Aeronautics Board •a 

action in 1941 giving notice of hearing on American Airlines' application 

to serve Mexico, Pan American 'a passenger fare from Brownsville, Texas to 

Mexico City was 9 .1¢ per mtle, and Pan American never operated more than 

two schedules per day. In 1942 American Airlines inaugurated competitive 

Bel"'rice. Pan American's schedules doubled and its passenger fares have 

been cut by almost one-third to 6.5¢ per m1le. 

With res~sct to service between the United States mainland and 

Haw'3.ii, we have a cor!'.';parable set of facts. Pan American was authorized to 

oper'.3.te over this route more than ten years ago. For nearly five of those 

yearc, or until United States• Hawaii commercial air service was suspended 

be0.'l.n?0 of the Pacific War, Pan American •a operation did not exceed three 

tr:tps per week. As recently as April 1, 1946, Pan .American provided only 

7 round trips per week between the United States and Hawaii. On June 29, 

1946, United Air Linea was authorized to compete with Pan American over 
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this route. Today Pan American flies 19 round trips per week between the 
• 

mainland and Hawaii. 

The foregoing are only a few instances of the effects, first, of 

a monopoly in our own air transport history, and secondly, of the stimulus 

of subsequent introduction of competition. In passing, I may also say 

that the record is not without evidence of attempts by the entrenched mono• 

poly to anticipate and forestall competition, or to eliminate it by the 

time-honored rate-war technique. 

Known Characterist1 cs of Chosen Instrument. Mono·eol:Y 

The consequences of this type of monopoly are plain, both in 

British air history and in our own. It cannot be better stated than to 

quote Dr. J. Parker Van Zandt of the Brookingp Institute, in an address on 

International Air Transport, delivered at McGill University only last 

month. Dr. Van Zandt there stated: 

"Both British and American pre-war international air 
lines experience provides evidence of the danger to the public 
interest of inadequate competitive spurs." 

The single instrument is not on its toes. It lacks initiative and it 

stagiatea. It provides poor service. It has no incentive to reduce its 

costs and 1 ts charges to the :public. Its faults are covered by government 

subsidies and the absence of a competitive yardstick. It clings to old 

equipment~ An important reason for the pressure of the Latin Alllerican 

Republics for their own air lines -- responsible Latin Americana will tell 

you this -- is the poor service provided by Pan .American, its indifference 

to the needs of the communities it serves, its clinging to obsolete equip

ment on monopoly routes, and its lack of proe.ressiveness. 

It is specious to say that fore11Jl g,vernment-owned or 
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controlled competition will provide the spur that corrects these known 

characteristics. Such competition 1s far more likely to provide the basis 

for a cartelization of world air transport which will freeze the pattem 

of progress and efficiency to that of the least capable major foreign 

collll:)etitor. 

Three particular characteristics of the proposed Chosen Instru• 

ment require especial consideration. 

The first is the problem of the manageDJent of so vast an enter• 

prise. Mr. Trippe proposes consolidation of this tremendous route pattern 

under one management. I say that there is no single management in the 

world competent to administer effectively eo vast an enterprise, covering, 

as it would, more than 170,000 route miles to or througb more than 100 

countries and colonies, and involving all the obvious complications of fre

quent dealings with the s>vernments thereof. What is here proposed is a 

huge, unwieldy private bureaucracy too big for administration, too powerful 

for regulation. Most of my business life has been devoted to industrial 

management as a member of the firm of Coverdale and Colpitts of New York. 

I have also been responsible for the investDJents of others and I function 

partly in .that capacity in American Overseas. In my opinion, effective 

manageDJent of this proposed bureaucracy is not to be expected; and I am 

not interested in the Chosen Instrument as an investment. The Bri t1sh have 

learned by bitter experience the sloth, the stagnation, the self-satisfac

tion that go with Chosen Instrument monopoly. Within the possibilities of 

government ownership, they are just now creating three competing manage

ments •. We are proposing to throw their bitter experience and some of our 

own to the four winds~ 

The second characteristic to which I refer is the deadening 
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effect on the all-important aircraft manufacturing industry. It is popular 

to say that the sad state of the British transport aircraft manufacturing 

industry today 1e due to its wartime preoccupation with military types. 

What is not so generally known is that the wartime transport production 

responeibi 11 ty was placed on our industry because of its preeminence. The 

British transport industry was non-competitive With ours before the War. 

With due allowance for a tignt dollar position and a desire to ''Buy Bri· 

tish" before the War, the fact is that British transport development before 

the War was years behind our own. To this si tuation1 the major contribu

tion was made by the dead hand of monopoly procurement. Lack of competi

tive British buying and -development meant industry stagiation. 

The proponents of these Bills seek just that result. The Bills 

are sugar-coated with subsidies for the manufacturers. But they propose to 

tum over to one great bureaucracy what can only be by far the greatest 

single transport procurement power - and to funnel g,vernment•prov1ded 

funds throue;n this bureaucracy. The aircraft manufacturing industry would 

be placed at the mercy of the Chosen Instrulll8nt. The history of American 

aircraft development proves to me that any such concentration or procure• 

ment would cost us our leaders~ip in the transpcrt aircraft field. 

The third characteristic of the proposed l',llOnopoly requiring 

particular attention is its inevitable trend toward government ownership. 

The Bills would create a privately-owned corporation, apparently entitled 

to a eµaranteed 10% return on the entire investment, including borrowed 

capital. It calls for seven different kinds of government subsidy. It is 

to be entitled to profits, but bailed out of every conceivable risk and 

loss by the United States Government. No one need be a crystal gazer to 

know that the period of life of the Chosen Instrument as a privately owned 
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cocyor~tion will be short - that 1 t must ul tima.tely la.pee into g,vernment 

ownership. I happen to be opl)Osed to government ownership and I suspect 

that YQU gentlemen are too. Passage of these Bills means inevitable 

govermn.ent ownership of our intemational air transport system. 

The Ef~ect of these Billa upon American Overseas Airlines and American 
Airlin~s 

I have discussed the merits and demerits of this proposed legls• 

lation. In so doing, 1!J'3 position has been dictated by what I sincerely and 

firmly believe to be the beat interests of the United States. I should be 

derelict in other responsibilities if I did not say a few words on behalf 

of the two air lines with which I am associated, and their respective 

owners. 

As you know, American Airlines is an international as well as a 

domestic air line. It has routes serving Mexico and Canada. Under the 

Bills as presented, it would be obliged to turn over certain assets to the 

Chosen Instrument in exchange for its stock. I now understand Mr. Trippe 

to concede that there is no justification for treating Mexican services 

differently from those into Canada. Perhaps, therefore, I need not take 

time to discuss American's position. 

It is proposed that American Overseas, of which American is a 

62% owner, be compelled to transfer its assets and business to Mr. TriP!le's 

creation, in exchange for shares of its capital stock or that owners of 

American Overseas be com:pelled to exchange their shares therefor. As I 

read the Bill, we are to receive a "death sentence" - to be forced into 

these exchanses without our consent and without recourse to any court. 

Now I am not a lawyer. Others more colll)?etent than I have dis• 

cussed and ooubtlese will discuss the legal and constitutional aspects of 
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these Bills. I have, however, a few simple notions about fairness and 

equity that I have always believed closely related to our law and our 

Constitution. 

I understand that the United States Government has the power of 

eminent domain. I understand that it may, in the exercise of that power, 

take private property for public use. I also understand that, in rare in

stances like our railroad.building days, the power of eminent domain has 

been exercised for :private use or has been granted to private corporations. 

I assume that that exercise must be most narrowly limited when the public 

interest in the private project is overwhelmingly clear. I consider it 

far from clear that the public interest requires the exercise of any such 

power to destroy re91lated competition in international air transportation. 

Mr. Trippe has purported to quote elllinent legal authority which, 

at the time of the passase of the Transportation Act of 1920, believed 

that forced consolidation of the railroads was constitutional. For many 

years my firm and I have been closely associated with railroad problems as 

consultants and advisors to railroads. Certainly the Transportation Act 

contains no provision for forced consolidation. It provided for study by 

the Interstate Commerce Commission of zone consolidations. It is my un

informed opinion that the Congress did not then consider forced consolida

tion constitutional. For what my opinion is worth, I don't believe it is 

constitutional today. 

I have another simple notion about the taking of property by 

the exercise of the supreme power. I have understood that the citizen is 

entitled, in such a situation, to receive the fair value of hie property 

and to the protection of the courts. These Bills are apparently prepared 

on the theory that the citizen ia not entitled to the fair value of hi.a 
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property; that he mu-at take for his property some pieces of paper repre• 

sentin~ an interest in an overgrown, private bureaucracy with a non-exist

ent management; that he has no right to the protection of the normal le€J3,1 

process; and that the only functions of the courts are to enforce the plan 

and by so doing, deprive him of his property. Perhaps that sounds consti

tutional to Mr. Trippe; it doesn •t to me. 

Mr. Trippe also sug~sts that the Public Utility Holding Company 

Act provides a constitutional precedent for this proposed confiscation of 

the property of American Overseas, TWA, Panae;ra and other air lines. Per

sonally I am not enough of a constitutional lawyer to eee the analogy. 

The Public Utility Holding Company Act, as I understand it, is baaed on a 

declaration by the Congt'ess, after exhaustive investigations by the Federal 

Trade Comml.ssion and Committees of the Senate and Bouse of Representatives, 

into the existence of a long list of evils and abuses in holding company 

systems affecting the interests of investors, consumers, the general public 

and the nation. On the basis of burdens imposed on commerce by these evils 

and abuses, the Congress directed the Securities and Exchange Commission to 

require simplification of public utility holding company structures and 

systems. 

Surely, you gentlemen do not believe that, after eight and one• 

half ·years of government reeµlation, our present international air trans

port operations are infected by comparable public evils and abuses, such 

as would support a requirement of forced sale of the assets of our com

panies for pieces of paper in which we do not have the remotest confidence 

or interest. 

There is another element here which impresses me in connection 

with that fairness and equity to which I have referred. American Overseas 
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was awarded temporary certificates for trans-Atlantic service in 1940 by 

t~e reaponsible officials of this Government, under Congressional author• 

it7. It was sim.tlarly awarded a certificate in 1945 by this Government for 

a term of seven years. American Airlines, after full hearings, was autho .. 

rized in 1945 by this Government to acquire the majority of the stock of 

American Overseas and, pursuant to that authority, American Airlines in

vested very substantial funds in American Overseas. In 1946.American Over

seas, to provide the financing necessary to its obligation to the Govern

ment to service its routes, issued and sold to its stockholders, including 

a considerable sesment of the public, the necessary securities. In connec• 

tion with this financing the requirements of this Government were, of 

course, com.plied wit~. American Overseas as an organization has throughout 

the War and almost eontinuo\\aly since been engaged in :performtng important 

services for the Government. 

Whatever Mr. Trippe's quoted but not named em.1nent legal author• 

ity may say, I find it hard to believe that this proposed forced sale under 

order of that same Government provides that fairness and equity which under• 

lies our Constitution. 

The Bills as Presented Attempt to Rega.in for Pan American i ta Pre-1938 
Substantial International Air Line Monopoly 

There have already been called to your attention a number of 

features of this proposed legislation which have led us to consider it an 

attempt to reinstate Pan American in its substantial monopoly position 

which it held until paasa~ of the Civil Aeronautics Act in 1938. 

At the moment the assets of the Pan American Airways System ar6 

such as to gl. ve 1 t approximately two-thirds of the 45% of the stock to be 

issued to the international air lines. With a minimum of ;r:,~ of the 
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capital atock of the corporation in its hands for the six-months' period 

specified in the Bills, Pan American would have been responsible for the 

choice of management and the initial determination of policy. To the ex

tent that the other air lines did not subscribe for the 55i of the stock 

set aside for their acquisition, the control of Pen American would be 

gr"ea.ter. Given six months' control of the corporation, followed by the 

distribution of shares in excess of ";11, to its stockholders, Pan American~ 

having established the management,, would continue as the dominant factor 

in American international air transportation. It is the experience of us 

all that 30fo of the voting stock of a corporation normally constitutes ef

fective working control; and that a management, once established, is not 

readily dispossessed by ml.nority stockholders, 

I now understand that Mr. Trippe, under pressure, has disavowed 

any intent to control through this device and agrees that no voting will 

be held until the shares are all issued. Thie disavowal oame after dis

closure of this piece of subtlety. It does not lead us to chan03 our views 

as to the original intent. 

Control of Chosen Instrument personnel by Pan American comparable 

to the above mentioned control of top management was contemplated in this 

legislation. The provisions of the Bille purport on their face to protect 

the employees of all United States air lines having international opera

tions. However, the fact is, that unless the employees were engaged in 

international air transportation before March 1, 1941, they would have no 

assurance of employment. Thia protected all senior employees of the Pan 

American System, excluded substantially all others, and established control 

firmly in Pan American's management personnel. I understand that it is now 

said that this result was not intended. I am glad this statement has been 
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made., but again it does not change my opinion .. 

Moreover, this belated concession does not affect the result. 

Pan American's organization ia by far the largest involved. Presumably, 

Pan American personnel in all categories have g,:eater seniority than do 

the employees of any other United States international air line. 

It is inevitable that this proposed shot gun wedding would re

sult in the firm establishment of United Ste.tea intemational air trans

port in Pan American hands. Mr. Trippe knows it. We lmow it well, and 

we want you to know it. 

We think Mr. Trippe., the principal proponent of these Bills., does 

protest too lllUCh Pan American's interest in the public welfare and its 

willingness to sacrifice its corparate existence and identity in favor of 

the Chosen Instrument. 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, the Cong,:ess in 1938 established for United States 

air transport, both domestic and international., a policy of reeµlated com

petition. That policy accords with our history, our tradition of free 

enterprise and the di@ity and initiative of the individual. That palicy, 

as carried out by the Civil Aeronautics Board, in the domestic field has 

developed a system which is the envy of the world. It is being success

fully applied in the international tield. Tremendous atrides have been made 

in a brief time. We can look forward to international development com

parable to that at home. 

Mr. Trippe, soon after the passage of the Civil Aeronautics Act 

of 1938, began his oppasition to its policy in the international field 

wherever it touched the monopoly position of hie company. He has repeatedly 
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sougb.t its destruction and reversal by the Congress. Today, he supports 

for a third time in three years a plan for wiping out all our United 

States international air lines, and creating, in fear of the :tuture, a 

single, privately-owned, government-subsidized United States monopoly-. 

From that course, once taken, there can be no turning back on the road -

the very short road to government ownership. 

It is disheartening to listen to the forebodin@l of evil, the 

wails of discouragement of the advocates of this_ plan. In a period of 

e,Teat development, in a field in which we excel, we are told that the only 

solution of problems feared is a totalitarian medium. They tell us that 

we must discard in fear our free, competitive system, and accept a concept 

of the tired countries of the Old World which have far more reason to fear 

our competition than we theirs. They maintain that we must cast aside our 

great international air transport systems, developing in the American way 

through teamwork of American labor, competitive management enterprise and 

the support of the American people., and substitute a huge bureaucracy, 

Without incentive, but with multiple continuing subsidy. 

The advocate of so drastic a reversal of a national policy must 

sustain a heavy burden of proof. Mr. Trippe has utterly failed to sustain 

that burden. Lacking any proof of the bankruptcy of our initiative, our 

imagl.nation and our ability, let us tum our backs now, once and for all, 

on this course of desperation. Let us proceed under the policy of re91• 

lated competition which has brought our United States flag air transport 

to its great world position. 


